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Welcome to the 2020 CCSC South Central Conference

On behalf of the 2020 South Central Steering Committee we extend our warmest welcome to the region’s 31st annual conference hosted by the University of Texas at Dallas in Richardson, Texas. Our conference chair and host, Shyam Karrah, has prepared another wonderful venue for the conference with support from his department and staff at UT Dallas. The generous time and effort required to host the conference is very much appreciated and recognized by the Steering Committee and the Consortium.

For this year’s program we have a full schedule of 8 paper presentations, 3 tutorials, nifty assignments, faculty posters, and a student poster competition for all participants to enjoy. All papers undergo a double-blind review process and 8 of 15 paper submissions were accepted for presentation and publication in the Journal of Computing Sciences in Colleges for an acceptance rate of 53%. We had 21 paper reviewers from across the country participate in our paper reviewing and we are especially grateful to all of them for their expertise and comments used in our paper and program selection process.

Each year the Steering Committee extends an invitation to colleagues to host the conference in the future and to join our collegium of computer science educators to provide new input and suggestions for improvement to our conference. We strongly encourage our members of the South Central region to attend the Friday evening business meeting and to join in our efforts to bring in fellow colleagues who wish to contribute to the preparation and planning for the conference next year and beyond.

We extend congratulations to all of our presenters for their accepted work and to all of our student poster presenters for their efforts preparing posters for the competition. Warmest thanks to all members of the 2020 Steering Committee who continue to provide the much needed time and effort to the conference administration with continued grace and humility. Welcome to the University of Texas at Dallas and the 2020 South Central Region Conference we hope everyone enjoys the program.

Shyam Karrah
University of Texas at Dallas
Conference Chair and Host

Laura J. Baker
St. Edward’s University
Papers and Program Chair
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Teaching Accessibility in a CS0 Class*

Paula Gabbert
Department of Computer Science
Furman University
Greenville, SC 29613
paula.gabbert@furman.edu

Abstract

This paper describes a CS0 course taught at Furman University for both majors and non-majors in the Spring of 2018 and Spring of 2019. The course introduces students to the discipline of Computer Science using accessible technology as an application area. This area has a rich domain of interesting examples on which to base discussions of core computing topics for new majors who need a basic understanding of accessibility issues. It is also an interesting interdisciplinary area that appeals to many different majors. It is important for both majors who will be creating new technologies as well as non-majors who will be creating digital content using technologies to understand the issues surrounding disability and accessible technology. The paper will describe key computing concepts and how they were presented in the context of accessibility. Student comments in end-of-course reflections highlight how students plan to apply what they have learned in future pursuits.

1 Introduction

There has been growing recognition of the need for including accessibility issues within the computer science curriculum. These initiatives have been coordinated since 2015 by Teach Access [1], a forum for academia and industry to sponsor programs, workshops, and forums to share ideas and curricular initiatives for integrating accessibility education into the CS curriculum. In 2016 Ladner connected the need for accessibility within the CS curriculum to the
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CSForAll initiatives [11], including people with disability as another underrepresented group that needs intentional focus. In addition, Lewthwaite and Sloan advocated for pedagogical explorations of current CS classes as a means for growing the body of research on accessibility and strengthening the CS curriculum [12]. These efforts highlight the importance of addressing both the need for access to CS education by students with disabilities as well as the need for training future technology developers to ensure that new technology is accessible to all users. This paper will focus on the later issue proposing a curricular initiative for introducing accessibility concepts within the first introductory course in the major. There are many advantages to introducing accessibility issues in the first course rather than waiting until later in the curriculum. First, universal design principles dictate that technology be developed for all from the beginning and hence, introducing accessibility into the curriculum from the beginning supports the universal design principle within the curriculum. Also, accessibility issues intersect with many of the core CS concepts from data representation, architecture, operating systems, and networks so it is beneficial to introduce these intersections when introducing the concepts, especially since many of the upper level courses in these core areas may not yet address accessibility issues. Finally, introducing accessibility issues in the first course provides a broader context for specific accessibility training in later courses. Understanding the social, historical, and legal landscapes for persons with disability creates better empathy and sensitivity for developing appropriate applications in later courses.

2 Evolution of Accessibility in Furman’s CS0 Class

There are many models for CS0 courses [5, 14, 10], and they all introduce the discipline of computer science through an exploration of broad topics, rather than a singular focus on programming. Furman University revamped its introductory CS course in 2013 by offering theme-based CS0 courses that teach the core computer science topics through a specific theme or application [16]. Various themes have been used in the course since then including bioinformatics, social media, multimedia, cryptography, and games. Each course meets for the traditional 150 minutes per week and also meets an additional 120 minutes per week in a lab setting.

In Spring 2018, the course was offered with a new theme of accessible technology. Most accessibility education within the CS curriculum focuses on mid to upper level courses, most notably human computer interaction [13] and web design [17]. The theme-based CS0 course provided the opportunity to explore how accessibility issues could be introduced much earlier in the curriculum. While there is an expected list of core CS topics to cover in the CS0 class,
there is ample time to explore the application or theme area as well. The lab time also provides opportunity to experience accessible technology through hands-on activities. This paper will outline the goals of the course, the content used to meet these goals as well as evidence for meeting some of the goals from the reflective essays written by students at the end of the course.

3 Overview of Topics

The CS0 course at Furman University serves a dual purpose as the first course for the Computer Science or Information Technology major as well as a service course for non-majors satisfying the math and formal reasoning general education requirement. As such, the course attracts students from a variety of majors as well as students who have not yet decided on a major. This heterogeneous population of students offers opportunity for rich discussions from multiple perspectives. The course offers an exploration of analytical and algorithmic problem solving to satisfy the general education requirement as well as an overview of core computer science topics that serve as an introduction to the discipline of computer science. Many general purpose textbooks are available for covering the core computer science material. The Brookshear, Brylow textbook [4] was used in this CS0 course on accessible technology. This paper will focus only on the aspects of the course that intersect with accessible technology and that are not highlighted in typical introductory texts.

A primary objective for this offering of the CS0 course is to motivate the need for universal design and its importance for creating technology that is initially designed for use by all from the very beginning of the curriculum. Hence, it is important for computer science professionals to have a basic understanding of the legal, political, and financial issues surrounding accessible technology and to develop empathy for persons with disabilities. These social issues are integrated throughout the course while students explore the core computer science topics. The interdisciplinary nature of the material lends itself well to a heterogenous class of mixed majors, offering opportunity for lively class discussions and the ability for students from other majors to connect the topics of accessibility to their discipline.

The course explores the social issues of accessibility for technology starting with a global perspective by introducing the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) [2] and the World Health Organization (WHO) report on disability [15]. These reports and supporting materials found at these sites introduce the social model of disability into the course which states that limitations are not caused by medical issues but by society’s inability to provide appropriate technology and resources. They also lay the groundwork for the concept of universal design by advocating for
accessibility as a human and civil right. Other supporting materials for the UNCRPD and WHO report (i.e. [7]) introduce the broad global political and legal issues surrounding the human and civil rights of persons with disabilities.

The global perspective provided by the UNCRPD and the WHO reports is then narrowed down to a national perspective within the United States through an exploration of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disability Act (ADA) of 1990. The Director of Furman University’s Student Office for Accessibility Resources (SOAR) provided a guest lecture on this national perspective and also narrowed further to a local perspective by providing specific accessibility issues experienced at Furman. The local perspective was further developed by Furman University’s students with disability (student with visual impairment and student with autism) willing to visit the class and describe their experiences with their disability and specifically their experiences with technology.

The global, national, and local perspectives on disability provide the students in the class the context for further exploration into the specific application of these ideas to technology and digital information. A collection of papers edited by Lazar and Stein [9] was a second text required for the course and provided material for class discussions, assignments, and student presentations which explored accessibility issues from various political and social perspectives. These readings allowed students to think critically about the essential questions computer scientists should be considering when developing technology:

- How can we provide access to digital information to all people at the same time and at the same cost?
- Who should pay for the cost of developing accessible technology/information?
- How does technology aide people with disability?
- How does technology exclude people with disability?

The core computer science topics covered in all of the CS0 courses at Furman University include: data storage, architecture, operating systems, networking and WWW, algorithms and programming, and software development. Additional topics may also be included as appropriate depending on the course theme. For the accessibility theme additional topics in databases, artificial intelligence, and graphics were explored. Each CS0 section covers the important concepts in each of these areas through the lens of their specific theme. The following sections discuss the relevant connections of each of these core areas to the theme of accessible technology.
3.1 Data Storage

All the CS0 sections cover the binary representation of data and discuss the process of creating digital files for text, numbers, sound, images and graphics. This material is ideal for discussing the importance of providing multiple types of data (captions, alternate text) and translating one type of data to another (OCR, speech to text, and text to speech) in order to create accessible digital information. Students gain an appreciation for the challenges surrounding this translation between different types of data while at the same time realizing that many sophisticated tools already exist that could be used to effectively create accessible information.

3.2 Architecture

The von Neumann architecture is discussed in each CS0 class which provides a forum for discussing hardware issues related to different disabilities. The blind student who visited the class demonstrated her braille reader. In addition, other specialized hardware devices were discussed including eye tracking devices, braille keyboards, and modified game controllers.

3.3 Operating Systems

Students in the course gained an appreciation of the importance of their operating system functionality by exploring the accessibility options on MacOS in a lab setting including dictation, VoiceOver, zoom, and flash/speech alert settings. Although they were sighted while doing these activities, they gained insight into how people with various disabilities might approach basic use of a computer and the importance of the operating system in navigating the use of all applications.

3.4 Networking and WWW

This particular topic has numerous resources available due to the direct connection between web development and accessibility. The class explores the World Wide Web Consortium Web Accessibility Initiative (W3C WAI) Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [3] through a hands-on lab activity to develop a website that meets the WCAG. Students also explored other sites to evaluate their accessibility through another lab activity focused on using VoiceOver. Students gained an appreciation for the challenges of creating accessible material on the web and learned how to critically evaluate web content from the perspective of disability.
3.5 Algorithms and Programming

While algorithm development is integral to all the CS0 sections, the amount of time spent on programming activities varies and each section has the flexibility to introduce any language relevant to the theme. In this CS0 on accessible technology, Python was used in a 3 week unit on programming. In addition, two libraries were used to illustrate speech to text (gTTS) and text to speech (speech_recognition) capabilities through simple hands on programming activities. Through the use of these libraries the basic fundamentals of programming are introduced while illustrating how accessibility can be managed programmatically.

3.6 Software Development

The software development life cycle unit is an ideal opportunity to discuss universal design and the importance of incorporating accessibility issues early in the development process. Agile methods that advocate for user involvement can also lead to important discussions about using representatives from different user groups, including users with disabilities. Haben Girma’s presentation to the Apple Developers Conference is a wonderful resource for class discussion on this topic [6].

3.7 Databases

Databases are not covered in all CS0 courses but was included in this course focused on accessibility because of the importance of accessibility within database technology and because this subdiscipline of computer science is relatively undeveloped when it comes to accessibility. In addition to the basic concepts of database technology, the course also discusses the many challenges of database access using the University Library as an example. A paper by Jaeger, Wentz, and Bertot in [8] provides background material for this discussion.

3.8 Artificial Intelligence

Students find artificial intelligence (AI) interesting and exciting at all levels of the curriculum. Introducing AI topics in the CS0 class creates excitement about the discipline and offers another opportunity for demonstrating the ability of technology to aide in accessibility. Topics and the relevant disability explored in this unit include: image recognition and natural language processing for visual impairments, robotics for mobility impairments, and chatbots for autism.
3.9 Graphics

The CS0 class on accessibility does not spend significant time on the topic of graphics but does illustrate the capability the rich graphical environment of SecondLife to create an inclusive social environment for people with certain disabilities. Students are led through a hands-on laboratory activity in SecondLife to demonstrate the capabilities of this virtual world and then discuss the possibilities of this environment for various disabilities including hearing disabilities, mobility disabilities, and autism.

4 Results and Responses

The CS0 course incorporating accessibility topics has been offered twice at Furman University in Spring 2018 and Spring of 2019. At the end of the course, students are asked to reflect on their learning and respond to the following prompt:

The social definition of disability argues that a person with disability is impaired by society’s inability to provide appropriate resources, not by their impairment. Reflect on your current major, potential major, or main interest area and how the topics we have discussed for accessibility and accessible technology can be incorporated by that discipline to benefit society. How can your discipline contribute positively to minimize social impacts of disability and include all persons in the activities, information access, and communications within your discipline?

Although one purpose of this CS0 course is to provide new CS majors with insights into the issues of accessible technology as illustrated in Section 3, non-majors also benefit from this material in profound ways. This section will provide samples of responses from students from a variety of majors illustrating how students have connected topics from the course into their respective disciplines.¹

An education major wrote, "This class has taught me to be more aware of helping to provide universal accessibility to the classes I tutor or in the places I volunteer at. I have learned that technology is everywhere and so it is important to make it as accessible as possible. As I go forward in learning more about persons with disability in my students with exceptionalities class next semester, I will bring all the knowledge I have learned this year with me."

A senior English major wrote, "As a reader and writer, I know how important it is to include all voices in the literary world – particularly those voices that have been historically unheard. By fighting for more accessible e-books,

¹Students granted permission in writing to use quoted material in publications.
keyboards, and other... technological aids, my field can benefit from hundreds of untold stories."

A freshmen Politics and International Affairs (PIA) major wrote, "This class has opened my eyes to many obstacles in the political system that persons with disabilities face. Persons with disabilities are the largest minority in America and helping them get involved in the political process will help make our democracy stronger." Another freshmen PIA major wrote, "We have created a system of information to keep the people informed of what is happening in the political field. That system does not include those with visual or social disabilities. Germa [sic] pointed out in her presentation at the Apple Conference that we just assume things of people with disabilities. ... We assume a blind woman won’t use a camera because it hasn’t been made accessible to her. We assume a man with a social disability won’t be informed and active in politics because it hasn’t been made accessible for him."

5 Future Work

While the qualitative results of these early offerings of CS0 with accessible technology demonstrate that students are making important connections between their potential majors and the topics in accessible technology, additional research is needed to understand the impact of this course on the future educational and research directions of majors in computer science. One of the goals of the early introduction to these concepts for majors is to ensure that future computer scientists understand the breadth of issues in this area. Future research is needed to know if this course is impacting decisions on course selection, project choices and employment opportunities.

6 Conclusion

The accessibility topics described in this paper can easily be incorporated into any introductory computing course where these core concepts are covered. This early coverage of accessibility within the curriculum further supports the important work advocated by Teach Access and CSforAll by introducing the important issues for accessible technology that can be expanded upon later in upper level courses. Student reflections indicate the impact that this material can have on students as they continue to pursue their disciplines with a new appreciation for accessibility.
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Abstract

Computer Graphics is a computer science subject involving heavy mathematics and many classic graphics algorithms. Providing students hands-on learning experience via programming projects is essential but insufficient. In this paper, we share our experiences in teaching Computer Graphics by letting students build their own algorithm animation and demonstrations open source software. The open source demonstration software, called CGDemo, includes animation and interactive demonstration of various classic graphics algorithms and 3D mathematic transformations. Students first learn the algorithms by developing demonstration projects in Java, following a consistent demonstration framework, and meanwhile by learning and reusing software components built by other students. The gradually built open source project CGDemo has been helping all the subsequent students to learn complex graphics algorithms via intuitive animation and interactive demonstration. We report our evaluation of students’ experiences in learning computer graphics by using CGDemo. Over the years, this computer graphics course has evolved into a suite of learning resources, including a Springer textbook, a set of 37-session MOOC videos and the aforementioned CGDemo open source software.
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1 Pedagogy Challenges

Computer Graphics is a computer science subject involving heavy mathematics and many classic graphics algorithms. Providing students hands-on learning experience via programming projects is essential but insufficient. There are several challenges in teaching a Computer Graphics course. This subject is math-intensive and involves various mathematics concepts, particularly those in linear algebra, such as vectors and matrix transformations. Students with insufficient or weak math backgrounds, and those who are used to tool simulations without much preparation in theoretical aspects, can find this course initially daunting. There are very few readily available educational resources, either online or offline to ease this transition. Three-dimensional transformations which are central to several topics in this course can be hard to explain and conceptualize on a two-dimensional screen or medium. Even for those students with sufficient math knowledge, some graphics algorithms can be challenging to understand and visualize. There is also sometimes a disconnect between the assigned homework projects and the algorithmic concepts taught in this course. This can lead to students being unable to relate to the course material and unmotivated to learn the classic graphics algorithms.

2 Teaching Strategies and Educational Resources

Our main teaching strategy is aimed at increasing student engagement and involvement in the course. First, though demanding in mathematics and algorithms, computer graphics concepts and algorithms are best understood by practical implementations. Second, there should be a clear conceptual path and relationship from math representation to algorithm expression, and finally to code implementation, so that students can directly relate source code to math formulas (e.g. from Java variables to math symbols and vice versa). Third, students feel motivated by the opportunity of building a demonstration software for software visualization [6][7] and to contribute their own understanding of different concepts to their future counterparts.

Hands-on programming exercises are therefore assigned throughout a semester to illustrate and clarify classic algorithms and concepts from the course, using Java programming language without relying on OpenGL. They need therefore to understand the most fundamental concepts of computer graphics at the lowest level, for example, how to find points to approximate a straight line (i.e. line drawing algorithm). We consider this to be extremely important for students majoring in computer science.

We provide our students with access to several resources in our Computer Graphics courses. These include a web-based eLearning platform [3] for project
announcements, course materials, discussion, evaluation, and grading. To facilitate after-class review and consolidation, students have access to an online resource called the Massive Online Open Course (MOOC) [2] with 37 well-explained and topic-based video synopses, each lasting approximately eight to eleven minutes. The required class textbook [4][5] also includes freely available Java source code implementations for all the important concepts and algorithms covered in this course. The textbook also provide course instructors with answers and sample implementation codes for exercises behind each chapter. Additionally, there is algorithm concept demonstration software provided for easy step-by-step understanding of each algorithm using algorithm and software animation techniques [1]. The remaining part of the article describes the development process and evaluation results of this open source software in details.

3 Open-Source Demonstration Software

The project on the open-source demonstration software, known as CGDemo, started more than 12 years ago, that has been gradually involving into the current state, including six different computer graphics algorithms. This web-based open source software facilitates community building and learning since it is freely available. Feedback on the demonstration is also used to improve, refactor and customize the software.

In some of the semesters in the past 12 years, the students enrolled in the graduate level computer graphics class were assigned a homework project, based on one of the classic graphics algorithms or concepts, and valued at 6-10% of the overall course grade. The requirements of the project include a consistent user interface, support of step-by-step demonstration, and display of changes in key variable values of the given algorithm using software animation and visualization techniques [6][7]. Appendix lists an example project description, that was used to develop demonstration of the Cohen-Sutherland Line-Clipping algorithm.

The best student submission for each algorithm was chosen to be included in the software. Criteria included the visual look and feel, interactivity, intuitiveness, efficiency, speed of rendering, and algorithm conceptualization. The final user-interface was then developed by a Teaching Assistant (TA) for this course, which integrated the best submissions for various algorithms into a final platform. The entire project is still continuously evolving and changes are incorporated on an ongoing basis. Our CGDemo demonstration is available as an open source project on GitHub [1].

The following figures illustrate screenshots obtained from running our CGDemo software for classic Computer Graphics algorithms, and 3D trans-
formation concepts. Figure 1 shows the Viewing Transformation concept that animates the process of three 3D transformation operations; Figure 2 gives Bresenham Line Drawing Algorithm that shows step-by-step selection of pixels to approximate the straight line determined by two user-clicked endpoints; The program for Cohen-Sutherland Line Clipping Algorithm in Figure 3 demonstrates how the line determined by two user-clicked endpoints is clipped step-by-step with one of the nine regions highlighted. Figure 4 depicts step-by-step how Sutherland-Hodgman Polygon Clipping Algorithm works on the user-defined polygon by clipping away polygon portions outside of the boundary. Finally, Figure 5 demonstrates how the user-selected order of Bezier Curve is generated via animation.

![Figure 1: Viewing Transformation Animation](image)

4 Student Evaluation

To receive objective feedback for the usability and usefulness of CGDemo, we have conducted student evaluation twice during two semesters. The two semesters are:

- 2017 Spring semester: 22 students completed the survey
- 2018 Summer semester: 16 students completed the survey
Figure 2: Bresenham Line Drawing Algorithm

Figure 3: Cohen-Sutherland Line Clipping Algorithm
Figure 4: Cohen-Sutherland Line Clipping Algorithm

Figure 5: Bezier Curve Drawing Animation
4.1 Questionnaire

The evaluation includes a simple questionnaire that could be completed in 5 to 10 minutes. The questionnaire includes 4 questions designed to gauge the usefulness of our software CGDemo and suggestions for improving it, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: CGDemo evaluation questionnaire

| 1. Have you used the open source demonstration software CGDemo throughout this class? |
| 2. According to the demonstration by the instructor you saw in the class, and/or your own experience with CGDemo, rate in brackets how helpful each animation is (0: useless, 6: extremely helpful): |
| - Viewing Transformation |
| - Bresenham Line Drawing |
| - Double-Step Line Drawing |
| - Cohen-Sutherland Line Clipping |
| - Sutherland-Hodgman Polygon Clipping |
| - Bezier Curve |
| 3. Any other computer graphics algorithms you would like to be added to the software? |
| 4. Any suggestions on improving the software? |

4.2 Results

The results obtained from analyzing the student questionnaire are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8, and Tables 2, and 3. Figure 6 highlights CGDemo demonstration software usefulness. Out of a total of 22 students in 2017, 18 students rated between 4.0 and 6.0 for all the classic algorithms from the questionnaire. In 2018, 13 students out of 16 rated between 4.0 and 6.0 for the algorithms. It was interesting to note that the software usefulness from information obtained in the 2017 and 2018 student surveys was the same at 81%. Sutherland-Hodgman polygon clipping, Cohen-Sutherland line clipping, and Viewing Transformation animation received the highest rating (17/18 students at 94%) for usefulness in 2017 as depicted in Figure 7 while Bezier curve and Cohen-Sutherland line clipping demonstrations received the highest rating (13/13 students at 100%) in 2018 as depicted in Figure 8.

Table 2 illustrates potential additional algorithms that can be added to the CGDemo demonstration software. This is part of an ongoing software evolution process and homework on interesting topics like Fractals, Hidden
Table 2: CGDemo software evaluation results on future improvements (Question 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Suggestion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perhaps a hidden-face removal demonstration, as well as a fractal demonstration.</td>
<td>And the availability of the Bezier curve demo if it still exists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden face elimination.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String Grammars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point in polygon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be cool to have a Fractal Grammar interface, and to see the algorithm explained.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractals – Koch curves and Mandelbrot set discussed in class was really helpful.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViewingTransformation can allow the user to choose point E. This will be really amazing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It will be best if we can have demo for World&lt;-&gt;Eye&lt;-&gt;Perspective transformation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D demo.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Light. Texture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: CGDemo software evaluation results on future improvements (Question 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Suggestion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perhaps a hidden-face removal demonstration, as well as a fractal demonstration.</td>
<td>And the availability of the Bezier curve demo if it still exists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden face elimination.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String Grammars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point in polygon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be cool to have a Fractal Grammar interface, and to see the algorithm explained.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractals – Koch curves and Mandelbrot set discussed in class was really helpful.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViewingTransformation can allow the user to choose point E. This will be really amazing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It will be best if we can have demo for World&lt;-&gt;Eye&lt;-&gt;Perspective transformation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D demo.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Light. Texture.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: CGDemo software evaluation results on future improvements (Question 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For the viewing Transformation animation, more comments should be added to make each step more explicit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Bresenham line drawing, the implementation of drawing the last point without calculation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Viewpoint Transformation, it would be better if each steps are explained along with their explanations on GUI while demonstrating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the Sutherland-Hodgman Polygon Clipping, I believe it will be better to make the start vertex bigger since sometimes it is not easy to draw the end vertex as the same position as the start one. As shown in the picture below (see A and E).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think those are great software and help a lot with understanding the algorithms. From my point of view, it will be helpful if we have more demo for 3D-related algorithms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give more description about each algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If one can integrate all software in a same program and unify the GUI, it is better for the open-source software to be an advantage of this course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The needed bug fixes for the line drawing algorithms. For the viewing transformation, perhaps instruction on the screen on how to rotate the viewpoint (the right click). For the hidden line demonstration, perhaps a larger range on how far/near you can bring the object (there may have been a limitation because of the file I used...I used the stairs.dat file from Assignment 4). Perhaps when I get through my studies I will assist in some bug fixing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: CGDemo software evaluation results on usefulness (Questions 1 and 2)

Face elimination, String Grammars, Transformations, and Color Theory could be designed to augment our current software.

Table 3 summarizes the feedback on potential future improvements for the CGDemo demonstration software. Efforts can be undertaken to improve the overall usability, maintainability, interactiveness, integration, and intuitiveness. Any existing bugs can also be eliminated with refactoring efforts. Specifically, Bresenham Line Drawing algorithm, Sutherland-Hodgman Polygon Clipping algorithm, and Viewpoint transformation animation can be enhanced.

5 Summary

Mathematics-intensive subjects such as Computer Graphics can be abstract and daunting to many students. To increase student understanding, engagement, and involvement in this course, we designed and assigned homework keeping this goal in mind. Students then built algorithm demonstration software using Java programming language and the best submissions were chosen for the various assignments. The open source demonstration software, called CGDemo, which integrates these submissions includes algorithm animation and interactive demonstration of various classic graphics algorithms and 3D mathematics transformations. Students first learn the algorithms by developing demonstration projects in Java, following a consistent demonstration framework, and meanwhile by learning and reusing software components built by other students. The gradually built open source project CGDemo has been
Figure 7: CGDemo leading algorithms by usefulness 2017 (Questions 1 and 2)

Figure 8: CGDemo leading algorithms by usefulness 2018 (Questions 1 and 2)
helping all the subsequent students to learn complex graphics algorithms via intuitive animation and interactive demonstration. The entire project is still continuously evolving and changes are incorporated on an ongoing basis.
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A Appendix - A Sample Homework Project Description

Implement a demonstration system for Cohen-Sutherland line-clipping algorithm. The system visualizes how the algorithm works by showing its stepwise execution of lines being clipped on a 3x3, i.e. a 9-region grid. The grid’s 9 regions are marked by their outcodes, with center region being the clipping rectangle in solid lines surrounded by 8 dotted outgoing lines, with an open outside border.

Draw the grid on the left half of the drawing space and the following pseudocode on the right half with text font size of 14:

```plaintext
while (outcode_P OR outcode_Q != 0)
    if (outcode_P AND outcode_Q != 0)
        return;
    else {
        start from outside endpoint;
        in top-bottom-right-left order;
        find a point I intersecting with a grid line;
        clip away outside line segment;
        replace outside endpoint with I;
    }
```

Add a button "Step" at bottom of the drawing space, and a small space for displaying the outcode values of the two endpoints.
To test a line to be clipped, the user clicks on a mouse button when the cursor is at the desired location of any part of the grid to represent the start point $P$ of the line. When the user moves the cursor away to determine the end point $Q$, the line from $P$ to the cursor should follow the cursor’s movement (the so-called rubber-band effect) until the user clicks the mouse button. The whole line to be clipped is then drawn as a thick line on the grid. All the intersection points on the grid are drawn as red dots in a notable size.

Whenever the user clicks on "Step", one line of psuedocode in the right half is highlighted, (by coloring or boxing the statement), and the corresponding action is performed and highlighted on the left grid (such as outside endpoint flashing, intersection point flashing, outside line segment flashing and disappearing, etc). (Bonus) Add advanced features to the above system, such as showing the process of signs being generated and filled into outcodes, the order of working through the outcode bits, and any other creative but useful features that assist in understanding of Cohen-Sutherland Algorithm.
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Abstract

One of the most important skills that students should master to succeed in the 21st century is the transfer skill. This skill enables an individual to take what was learnt in one situation and apply it in another situation. Algorithms Analysis is a core component of the Computer Science Curricula. In this paper, we share our experience in using this course as a vehicle to enable students to master their transfer skill and hence ensure a deeper learning experience. The students were asked to participate in a challenge provided by a flight booking company to solve a harder version of the Traveling Salesman Problem. In this paper, we present the challenge as well as three different student proposed solutions. We provide a comparison of the solutions based on their execution time and cost as well as the summary of a survey that demonstrates the student positive perception of such experience.

1 Introduction

Cognitive research shows that students learn more when they are engaged in their studies and see them as important. Computer Science educators strive to find novel ways to teach core concepts using exciting hands on and practical
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approaches\cite{2}--\cite{3}. Levitin\cite{5} and Nohl\cite{7} suggested using puzzles in teaching algorithm analysis. Moore\cite{6} suggested using genetic algorithms for solving optimization problems. Xin\cite{9} shared his experience in reforming the algorithms analysis course at an undergraduate institution. He proposed using visualization-teaching and problem-driven teaching. We totally agree with understand complex algorithms like the traveling salesman problem\cite{4} or the smoothest path problem\cite{8}. In this paper, we present a problem-driven approach teaching.

In 2018, a flight booking company (kiwi.com) offered a challenge based on the traveling salesman problem. The traveling Salesman problem is an NP hard problem. The task and the rules are described on their website\cite{1} as follows:

Your task is to determine the cheapest possible connection between specific areas, where an area is a set of cities. You will be provided with Kiwi.com flight data to help you work out the best algorithm. The solution must meet the following criteria:

- The trip must start from the city we give you
- In each area, you must visit exactly one city (but you can choose which one)
- You have to move between areas every day
- The trip must continue from the same city in which you arrived
- The entire trip should end in the area where it began

Several input and output files were provided to test the solutions. The evaluation input files were very extensive. The first line of the input has the number of areas that need visiting and the starting city. Then, the following lines have information of the areas and cities within each area. Finally, the routes between cities, the day in which that route is offered and their associated cost were listed. A simple example of input and the corresponding output is shown below:

Input:
3 A
Area1
A
Area 2
B
Area3
C
A C 1 20
A B 1 10
B C 2 15
B A 3 10
C A 3 10

Output:
35

The provided development environment utilized the Sphere Engine service which provides an online code compiler for many (more than 60) languages, including all of the most popular languages (C++, C#, Go, Haskell, Java, Kotlin, Node.js, PHP, Python, Ruby, Scala, Swift) and many more. Input was provided from the site through the standard input (stdin) as well as via text files downloadable from the site. Output was directed to standard output (stdout). The attempted solution was repeatedly executed with the input data for each test case, then the environment gave a few different end-statuses:

- Accepted: if the provided solution was correct (but not necessarily optimal). An accepted solution is accompanied by a score based on execution time/cost of path.
- Wrong answer: if the program ran, but didn’t give a correct solution
- Time-limit exceeded: if the program ran but didn’t terminate within the allowed time
- Compilation and Run-Time errors: if the program was unable to be compiled/started respectively, with standard error details provided for debugging.

Prizes were offered to the top three teams. The first prize is a trip around the world. The second and the third prizes are 1000 and 600 euros, respectively in kiwi.com travel vouchers. The top ten teams were invited to a gala in Prague.

2 Proposed Solutions

In Fall 2018, seven students were taking the algorithm analysis course. The class was divided into three groups of 2 or 3 students and every group registered as a team. In this section, we present the solution suggested by each team. The students were familiar with the Traveling salesman problem (TSP); that given
a list of n cities and the distances between cities seeks to find the shortest route to start at a home city, visit each city once and return to home city. They were also familiar with a brute force solution of $O(n!)$ and a dynamic programming solution of $O(n^22^n)$, in addition to backtracking and branch and bound approaches to this problem. Unlike TSP, the challenge not only have cities (areas), but also multiple cities within each area. A brute force solution would be $O((n^m)!)$, where $n$ is the number of areas and $m$ is the number of cities within the area.

2.1 Approach 1 (Annealing)

This approach was based on the simulated annealing algorithm. Annealing refers to a technique that involves controlling temperature of a material. Simulated annealing, therefore, exposes a solution to heat and as it cools it will produce a more optimal solution. Simulated annealing works by moving from the starting temperature to the ending temperature for each iteration. The cycle count allows you to specify the rate at which the temperature decreases. The higher the initial temperature, the more randomness is introduced into the system.

This algorithm is implemented with the following steps:

- Initialize beginning Temperature
- Initialize ending Temperature
- Initialize Cooling Rate
- Generate Initial Travel

Start Cooling down process {
  Decrease temperature according to cooling rate
  Calculate current Cost
  Swap random areas
  Calculate new Cost
  If (new Cost > current cost)
    Revert to previous route
  else
    Keep updated route
    current Cost = new Cost
}

Repeat until the temperature is below ending Temperature

We chose the beginning and ending temperatures to be equal to 10 and 0.0001, respectively, while the cooling rate was chosen to be equal to 0.05. In this approach, first an initial travel route was generated by starting with the specified city then the next destination is randomly selected from the list of
places until all the possible areas are visited. With an initial travel itinerary, the swapping areas step is performed by picking two random areas from the travel plan and their orders are swapped to create a new route. In order to determine if the new route is cheaper than the current route, the total cost of the two routes are compared and the one with the lowest cost is saved. In the case when the new route is more expensive, a method called “Revert Swap” is performed to revert back to the route before the swap. An analysis of this algorithm is hard due to its randomness.

2.2 Approach 2 (Gready)

In this approach a Greedy technique is applied for each day, meaning the algorithm will go day by day and choose the lowest cost flight as follows:

```java
Create vector for best route
best route += initial city
day = 1

currentCity = initial city
boolean areas[0..maxAreas]=F
areas[currentArea]=T
visitedAreas[0..maxAreas]="r"
visitedAreas[0]=initial city Area
destination = ""
totalPrice=0
for (i = 1 to maxAreas)
{
   Check 1: the day of the flight matches the day counter
   {
      for ( departureCity = 0 to maxCities)
      {
         Check 2: departureCity matches the currentCity
         {
            for ( arrivalCity = 0 to maxCities)
            {
               Check 3: city has not been visited, has the cheapest cost
               and areas[arrivalCity]=F
               {
                  destination = arrivalCity
                  areas[arrivalCity]=T
               } // end Check 3
            } //end arrivalCity loop
         } //end Check 2
         currentCity= destination
         best route += currentCity
         total price += cost
      }
   }
}
```
visitedAreas[i] = area of currentCity
Break out of the departureCity loop
} // end of departureCity loop
} // end Check 1
day ++
} // end outermost loop
Add initial city to the best route to close the circuit
totalPrice += cost of final flight
Return the best route

In this algorithm, the outermost loop iterates through the number of areas. It then checks to see if area number matches the current day number. If they are equal, it executes the next for loop which iterates through the number of cities. In this loop, the algorithm checks to make sure that the city is a departure city. If true, then it goes through the innermost loop which iterates through the number of cities again and does three checks:

- If the city we are traveling to was not traveled to yet.
- If this option is the cheapest one found
- If the area was not traveled to yet.

Once that area is approved, it is added to the array of visited areas, the price is added to the total cost of the trip and the city is added to the best route vector. Then we increase the day counter. After all the flights have been found we then add the final flight to get back to the initial city based on the final city visited.

The analysis of this algorithm is simple. In the worst case, it is equal to:

\[ \Theta(n \times m^2) \]

where \( n \) is the number of areas and \( m \) is the number of cities/area.

### 2.3 Approach 3 (Hybrid)

This approach is based on both the Greedy and Backtracking techniques. The algorithm works as follows:

Start at first city
while (there is an unvisited area) {  
    find cheapest flight out to an unvisited area  
    if (a flight is possible) {  
        add flight to stack  
        current city is now that flight’s arrival city  
        add area to visited areas  
    }  
    else {  
        backtrack to conditions before previous flight  
        pop flight from stack  
    }
If (flight is a day 0 flight)  
create an entry in bad day 0 hashmap
}
if (all areas have been visited) {
  take cheapest flight to starting area
  if (none exist) {
    backtrack to conditions before previous flight
    pop flight from stack
    If (flight is a day 0 flight)
    create an entry in bad day 0 hashmap
  }
}

This approach takes the cheapest flight at each step but it backtracks if a flight is not possible. Hence, it is guaranteed to find a solution if one is available, but not necessarily the optimal one. The best case occurs when the cheapest flights in every day always connect to an unvisited area. The complexity in this case would simply be O(n), where n is the number of areas. The worst case occurs when the only possible path occurs through the most expensive flights.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the trip selected by each of the three approaches on a simple example, its execution time and cost.
3 Results

In this section, we present a comparison of the execution time and cost of the three proposed approaches for large numbers of areas (n) and cities (m). All approaches were run on a MacBook Pro with 2.3GHz Dual-Core 7th-generation Intel Core i5 processor, Turbo Boost up to 3.6GHz and 8GB memory. The graphs show the average of 1000 runs.

Figures 4 and 5 show the execution time in milliseconds and cost vs. the number of cities (m), when the number of areas (n) = 1000, respectively. As we can see from Figures 4 and 5, the hybrid approach is the slowest but provides the cheapest cost, while the annealing approach has the fastest run time but provides the highest cost. The Greedy approach is in the middle in terms of runtime and cost. From Figure 4, we can deduce that an average execution time of $O(n*m)$ is an upper bound for all three approaches.

![Figure 4: Execution time in ms vs. number of cities for 1000 areas](image)

![Figure 5: Cost vs. number of cities for 1000 areas](image)
4 Evaluation

To evaluate using industry challenges in an algorithms analysis course, we designed a survey that consists of 10 questions. Five out of 7 students filled the survey. Questions 1 to 5 had a yes, no, no opinion option. The following table presents the results of the survey.

The survey included three qualitative questions. We list the students’ answers to these questions below.

Q8. What challenges did you face?

- Since it was our first time participating in a competition, we did not know how to store the information from the input we were given. However, after careful consideration we decided to save them in a 3D matrix with the date, departure and arrival airports as the dimensions.
- Implementing the algorithm and solving the last airport/area
- We didn’t know what to do with the TSP, because there was no optimal way, so we had to brute forced everything in the beginning
- Working with 3D arrays as the main data object to analyze.
- Thinking outside of the box to create a solution that is fast and that also works.

Q9. What did you like most?

- We were able to do research and see what algorithm to implement
- Solving the test cases with different approaches
- It was something new and applicable in daily life
- The flexibility in which we could approach the challenge.
- I like the whole competition aspect that the project was with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes 100%</th>
<th>3.9</th>
<th>24.6 hrs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1. Did the TSP challenge increase your interest in the course?</td>
<td>Yes 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. Did the TSP challenge increase your engagement in the course?</td>
<td>Yes 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3. Did the project enable you to take what you learned in the class and apply it in another situation?</td>
<td>Yes 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4. Did the project provide you with a deeper learning experience?</td>
<td>Yes 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. Do you recommend using industry challenges as a class project in the future?</td>
<td>Yes 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6. On a scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 is the least and 5 is the most), Rate the difficulty of the project</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7. Approximately how many hours you spend on the project</td>
<td>24.6 hrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q10. What did you like least?

- The time it took to run with larger size of airports and cities
- Changing the test cases into inputs
- I wish we were able to make a UI for the project, but we focused on the algorithm more, so that was fine
- Not having more time to go deeper into the program and optimize it.
- The short time limit that we had I wish we had more time to explore the project.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented our experience in using challenges provided by companies in the classroom. At the beginning, the students have found it a daunting problem. However, they all raised to the challenge and each group provided a different approach to the solution of the problem. The students that semester missed the deadline to participate in the competition as the instructor became aware of it about ten days before the deadline. In spite of the small sample size, the student evaluation showed that this type of challenge provides a great tool to ensure deeper learning and arm students with the skills they need to succeed in the 21st century.
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Abstract

This paper aims to discuss the best practices of how to introduce students to the world of computer networks, network protocols, and network security using practical and hands-on methods. We focus our discussion on the use of the Scapy and Wireshark tools, which allow instructors to demonstrate what happens under the hood when data is sent over the network and its security. Using these tools, students will not only have a practical learning experience, but they will also be able to manipulate the network traffic and analyze network traces from both offensive and defensive perspectives.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, students are introduced to computer networks concepts through the presentation of the OSI model and the TCP/IP protocol. Students are taught about the different layers in each protocol and the information that each layer adds to the packet headers, the data encapsulation (sender), and the striping (receiver) processes. However, if these concepts are taught solely through the use of figures and theoretical models, students may fail to fully understand and apply these concepts. This may be especially problematic if these concepts are prerequisites to more advanced topics like network security or advanced networking courses. Therefore, this paper presents a practical
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approach to introduce computer networking protocols and network security practices through the use of tools such as Scapy and Wireshark, and through the provision of practical exercises and examples that vary from basic networking applications (such as port scanning) to common network security attacks (such as ARP cache poisoning attacks).

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces Scapy and Wireshark as the main tools used in this teaching approach. Section 3 discusses the hands-on approach of learning the network basics through the implementation of basic network applications with Scapy and its integration with Wireshark. Section 4 expands even further on Scapy’s capabilities by introducing students to network security applications and examples of network attacks. Finally, we share our thoughts of more network applications and exercises for student assignments and project ideas in Section 5, followed by our concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 Scapy and Wireshark

Scapy is a powerful interactive packet manipulation tool, written in Python by Philippe Biondi, that enables users to create, forge, or decode packets and send them over the network [3]. Programmers can use Scapy to customize and implement their own network tools and perform tasks such as port scanning, tracerouting, nmap, arpscan, and other networking jobs [2, 4]. Scapy can also be used for network packet sniffing and traffic analysis, and it allows network administrators to implement various network attacks and defenses to test the security of their own network [6, 7].

Wireshark, on the other hand, is a popular network protocol analyzer tool with support for many network protocols that also allows network administrators to intercept, log, and analyze network traffic and data [1]. While Scapy provides a Python interface to manipulate and customize packets and send them over the wire, Wireshark provides a richer graphical interface for deep packet inspection and a microscopic level view of what is happening in the network.

In what follows, we demonstrate how instructors and students can use Scapy along with Wireshark to learn computer networking basics and write Python programs that can perform the jobs done by many networking tools [5, 4]. We will also provide more extensive applications of the tools in order to implement network discovery tools and attacks.
3 Networking in Practice

In this section, we highlight how Scapy and Wireshark can be used together to introduce students to how data packets are built according to the network protocol layers. We will briefly discuss how Scapy is used to manipulate and send packets over the network, and use Wireshark to record the network traffic and view our customized sent packets.

![Figure 1: OSI and TCP/IP models and supported protocols](image)

3.1 Network Protocol Layers

After students are introduced to the OSI and TCP/IP models and the protocols and services that each protocol layer supports (Figure 1), we will use the Scapy interpreter to forge data packets to appear as if it is part of the normal communication stream. Scapy uses the concept of stacking where a packet is created as layers that are stacked one upon another. The example below shows how Scapy stacking works where a packet $A$ was created at the Network or Internet layer and has its source and destination IP addresses modified. Then, the packet $B$ is stacked on packet $A$ adding parameters at the Transport layer to change the values of the source and destination ports. Finally, the packet $C$ is stacked on packet $B$ to specify the source MAC address of the sender at the Network Interface layer. In other words, the packet $C$ is a result of stacking the three protocol layers $Ether()$/IP()/$TCP()$. While Wireshark is sniffing packets on the same network interface that Scapy is using, we use Scapy to send the packet $C$ and observe the packet details recorded on the Wireshark recorded traffic. Figure 2 shows the dissection of the last version of packet $C$ showing the parameters that were customized using Scapy.

```python
>>> A = IP ()
>>> A . src = "192.168.29.201"
>>> A . dst = "192.168.29.202"
>>> A
<IP ttl=32 src=192.168.29.201 dst=192.168.29.202 |

>>> B = A / TCP ()
```
3.2 TCP 3-Way Handshake

One of the basic topics in computer networks is explaining the TCP 3-Way Handshake process. This is the initial process of communication that happens between devices over the internet. As such, three packets are involved in a 3-way handshake full TCP connection as both parties need to synchronize their segment sequence numbers used during communication. To demonstrate such a process, the example below shows how we use Scapy to send a TCP request to www.google.com on the http port 80 to initialize a connection between our device and Google servers. Notice the S for SYN and SA for SYN-ACK flag values that were returned in Scapy as well in the Wireshark snapshot in Figure 3.

```python
>>> ans, unans = sr(IP(dst="www.google.com"), timeout=1)
Begin emission: Finished sending 1 packets.
Received 2 packets, got 1 answers, remaining 0 packets
>>> ans.summary()
IP / TCP 192.168.29.201:ftp_data > 172.217.1.132:http S
=== IP / TCP 172.217.1.132:http > 192.168.29.201:ftp_data SA
```
3.3 Port Scanning

Port scanning is a known network technique that is used to identify open ports and services available on a network host. Network administrators use this simple tool to close any unnecessary open ports and audit their servers for vulnerabilities, while hackers can also use this tool to target victims. Using the Scapy example below, students can learn how this tool works by sending a SYN request packet to a range of ports on a target server, and listening for responses. Those answered responses with a SYN-ACK flag define the open ports, while the unanswered packets define the closed ports. The responses we received in the example below show that our webserver has ports `http` (port 80) and `https` (port 443) open, while ports `ftp` (port 21) and `telnet` (port 23) are closed.

```python
>>> ans, unans = sr(IP(dst="192.168.29.1")/TCP(dport=[21,23,80,443]), timeout=1)
Begin emission:.....Finished sending 4 packets.
Received 14 packets, got 2 answers, remaining 2 packets

>>> ans.summary()
IP / TCP 192.168.29.201:ftp_data > 192.168.29.1:http S
=> IP / TCP 192.168.29.1:http > 192.168.29.201:ftp_data SA

IP / TCP 192.168.29.201:ftp_data > 192.168.29.1:https S
=> IP / TCP 192.168.29.1:https > 192.168.29.201:ftp_data SA

>>> unans.summary()
IP / TCP 192.168.29.201:ftp_data > 192.168.29.1:ftp S
IP / TCP 192.168.29.201:ftp_data > 192.168.29.1:telnet S
```

4 Beyond the Basics

Additionally, there are more basic network tools that can be easily implemented with Scapy, such as traceroute and Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) ping.
However, students who have mastered implementing these tools may be eager
to go beyond the basics and into the scope of network attacks and security. In
this section, we show Scapy examples that instructors and students may find
useful or inspiring to further their own networking knowledge or their use of
Scapy.

4.1 ARP Cache Poisoning Attack

ARP cache poisoning is one of the most popular ways of doing a man-in-
the-middle (MITM) attack on a local area network. It is basically the act of
modifying the local ARP cache table of the gateway and a target machine so
that data packets sent between them are being forwarded first to the attacker
machine. In simpler terms, the attacker machine inserts itself between a target
machine and the gateway or router. The example below shows how such an
attack can be implemented using Scapy. Basically, two ARP packets are created
to falsify the records of the ARP cache tables; the first one is sent to the target
machine and links the MAC address of the attacker machine to the gateway
IP address, while the second one is sent to the gateway and links the MAC
address of the attacker machine to the target machine IP address.

```
send (ARP(op=2, pdst=gateway_ip , hwdst=attacker_mac , psrc=target_ip ))
send (ARP(op=2, pdst=target_ip , hwdst=attacker_mac , psrc=gateway_ip ))
```

Using Wireshark we can view these ARP messages and also observe how
the attacker machine is receiving all traffic between target machine and router.
Finally, as soon as the attack is completed, it is important to remember to
restore the ARP tables of the machines. This can be done through an ARP
broadcast to retrieve the correct ARP cache records for the target machine
and the gateway. The Scapy code below shows how to reverse the ARP poison
attack.

```
send (ARP(hwdst=“ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff”, pdst=gateway_ip , hwsrsrc=target_mac, psrc=target_ip ))
send (ARP(hwdst=“ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff”, pdst=target_ip , hwsrc=gateway_mac, psrc=gateway_ip ))
```

4.2 CAM Overflow Attack

While hubs use the flooding technique to deliver data between connected ma-
chines, switches have a dynamic table called Content Addressable Memory
(CAM) that maps MAC addresses of the connected devices to the ports on
the Switch so that data is sent directly to the destination machine. The CAM
overflow attack occurs when an attacker intentionally fills up the CAM table to
capacity with random MAC addresses, forcing the switch to perform like the
hub flooding technique. This attack can be demonstrated using Scapy (see example below) by creating a list of thousands of Ethernet packets with random MAC and IP addresses and forwarding them to the switch CAM table.

```python
for i in range(1,10000):
    packet = Ether(src=RandomMAC(), dst=RandomMAC())/IP(src=RandomIP(), dst=RandomIP())
    sendp(packet, iface='SWI0')
```

5 Sample Exercises and Applications

Once students become familiar with working in Scapy and Wireshark and have gained exposure to core network protocols, instructors have the flexibility to design programming assignments and course projects that meet their course goals and objectives. For instance, if the objective is to teach students how to analyze network traces for protection from network attacks, instructors can prepare a network packet trace (a pcap file) that contains specific vulnerability behaviors and the student task is to use Wireshark to find and extract these behaviors. Examples of vulnerability behaviors could include the risks of using FTP or finding the data transferred in non-https website connections. Instructors could lead students with a set of questions that can stir them towards finding those vulnerabilities. If the exercise objective is to automate the process of traffic analysis for detecting security problems, students can write Python programs that use the Scapy module to implement port scanning on a local server, and then scan through the resulting pcap file to identify source addresses that may be attempting a port scan.

Other Scapy programming assignments could also be related to re-design existing network tools to customize their functionality. One example is to design a network monitoring application such as a simplified version of tcpdump that can capture traffic from a network interface and present them in a customized output.

Finally, network attacks can be another popular field to explore. Students can use Scapy to implement network attacks such as attacks on the TCP protocol like SYN flooding attacks or TCP reset attacks, and use Wireshark to find and investigate on such malicious attacks. Such exercises can lead students to learn about network traces from both offensive and defensive perspectives.

6 Conclusion

While Scapy is a Python module that is used to build several computer networking tools and applications, this paper highlights how such a tool can be used as a perfect fit for instructors teaching computer networks-related courses.
Not only does Scapy allow instructors to teach networking concepts in more practical and effective methods, but also its simplicity and flexibility provides instructors with many opportunities for in-class exercises and assignments, some of which are discussed in this paper. We encourage instructors to explore the various capabilities and applications of Scapy and other complimentary tools in order to offer students the opportunity to acquire and practice basic and advanced topics in computer networks and network security.
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Abstract

With the continuing rise of computing in the modern world, there is a growing need for computer scientists to meet those demands. In an attempt to increase interest in computer science as a major, focus has been given to educational programs at the high school and middle school levels. By exposing students to computer science concepts earlier in their education, students should be better prepared to obtain a computer science degree. Exposure is built around high school curriculum and summer camps. Continuing this trend, we developed a curriculum for a summer camp aimed at middle school students. In this paper we describe the four-part curriculum and how it is presented. The results from the first run show a net increase in student interest in computer science.

1 Introduction

It can be challenging to get students with the aptitude for computer science to pursue a major in computer science out of high school [3]. Different attempts have investigated ways to increase interest in computer science [3, 4, 5]. Some research has investigated building or modifying high school computer science programs [3], while others have built short run summer camps to introduce
computer science concepts to high school or middle school students [4, 5, 6]. Despite differing opinions on where to start, the research seems to agree that exposure to simple concepts at an early age increases the interest in computer science. Many students get to college and do not know what to expect from the major and early exposure helps align their expectations before getting to college [3].

A big field in computer science currently is cyber security. The National Security Agency (NSA) and National Science Foundation (NSF) co-fund summer camps targeted to middle school and high school aged students called GenCyber. Beyond needing increased interest in computer science, this summer camp has the mission statement “Our vision is for the GenCyber program to be part of the solution to the Nation’s shortfall of skilled cybersecurity professionals” [2]. The need for exposure of cyber security concepts to younger students is how to get them interested in a career path aligning with this mission statement.

Our college of Science and Mathematics has a summer camp program put on by our Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) center called Investigations into Mathematics and Science (IMAS). The goal of this camp is to expose middle school students to different STEM related fields and serve as a path for students to major in one of these fields who may not have thought about majoring in them before. This past summer we developed a curriculum around exposing the students to simple computer science concepts and basic encryption techniques. The goal of this curriculum was to use encryption to show why computer science is necessary and how we use computers to solve cyber security related problems.

This paper outlines the curriculum we used for the summer camp and shows the results from our initial offering. The goal is to share our experience and information with others in building computer science programs to grab the interest of middle school students.

\section{Developed Curriculum}

During the week we instructed four groups of students totaling 46 students. In this cohort we had one group of 6th graders, one group of 7th graders, and two groups of 8th graders. Our goal with the curriculum was to introduce these students to an aspect of computer science outside of commercial software development. This module takes the students from learning binary counting to exclusive-or (XOR) encryption. The course is taught over a four-hour period one day and is taught four times throughout the week with a different group each day.

Students were provided with the materials necessary to complete the course. This included instructional handouts, exercises, and a laptop preloaded with
all of the necessary files and software we developed for the course. The students performed some tasks by hand to reinforce the concepts before using the laptop to solve more complex problems. The students worked in pairs to allow for them to experience problem solving together.

2.1 Part One - Binary Counting

The first step of implementing the curriculum is introducing the students to the concept of binary numbers. For this part we allowed the students to perform a hands-on task in learning how to count in binary. There are various approaches to facilitate this [1]. For this course, the students were given 50 pennies to be used in learning how to group numbers. The students are presented with an example of taking the 50 pennies and splitting them into groups to get 27 total pennies. 1 shows the arrangement.

![Diagram of 27 units in base 10.]

The students see that by having 2 groups of 10, and 1 group of 7 we get a total of 27 pennies. To show how binary works we had the students take the 27 pennies and group them in groups of 16, 8, 4, 2, and 1. 2 below shows the unit configuration.

The students were given a series of cards to help with counting in binary. The cards had dots on them corresponding to the powers of 2. By using these cards, we gave the students a series of number in decimal and they converted...
to binary. When a card is facing up (with the dots showing) it represents 1 group of that power. When a card is facing down, it represents 0 groups of that power. The students can verify that this is correct by counting the total dots showing. This activity gave the students a chance to convert numbers between binary and decimal getting use to the idea of the same information being represented in different ways. 3 below sows the cards.

![Figure 2: 27 units in base 2.](image)

### 2.2 Part Two - XOR Encryption

With an understanding of binary numbers, the students are then taken through the concept of encryption. We start with a simple Caesar Cipher to illustrate the basic concepts of symmetric encryption: a shared secret (key) and a two way process (cipher). By applying a known cipher to an unencrypted message (plaintext) with a specific key, an encrypted message (ciphertext) will be produced. By applying the same cipher and the same key to that ciphertext, the original unencrypted message will be revealed. The next step is showing the students an XOR cipher. The logical rules for an XOR operation are provided along with multiple examples applying these rules to two binary numbers to produce a new value. The students then have to reverse the process to produce

![Figure 3: 27 in binary using the cards.](image)
the original number, further solidifying the concepts of ciphers and keys.

Students were provided with an ASCII table and shown how letters are represented using numbers. Using their new skills in converting decimal to binary, they are given an encrypted message and must use the ASCII table to get the underlying decimal values. They then convert the decimal values to binary. From there, the students apply the XOR cipher to the provided ciphertext in binary and convert it back to the original plaintext.

2.3 Part Three – Python Encryption

The next step is to give the students a brief introduction to programming. We developed Python scripts to do bitwise XOR encryption. The students used these scripts to encrypt and decrypt different files. The students can see how the same encryption process they just performed by hand can be automated by a computer through programming. The students are then allowed to create text files and encrypt them. They can see how the text in the files changes and using the same scripts and key they can decrypt the files to get the original plain text file back.

2.4 Part Four – Forensics Case

The last part of the curriculum takes all the pieces and gives the students an exercise to test their skills. The students are given a series of text files encrypted using the same scripts given to them in the previous part. They are given a write up of a fake crime of someone placing credit card skimmers around the town. The files are text files found on a thumb drive from the suspect, but the files need to be decrypted to find out what happened. The students have the knowledge and tools to decrypt the ciphertext, but they need to determine the keys. We give the students one more script that can look at a file and give a list of possible keys. Using the resulting list, the students then try out the keys to decrypt a file until they can read the plain text. The students use all the skills learned in the earlier portion to decrypt the files and put together a timeline of events.

3 Student Experience

The overall summer experience was successful. We had positive reactions from the students and were encouraged to do this camp again in the future. In this section we will describe what we noticed among the different age groups and the reactions of the students. We also have survey data to quantify the opinions of the students and will also be detailed in this section.
3.1 In Class Feedback During Instruction

In general, the students did quite well in the first section, but it was hard keeping the attention of the ones who seemed to grasp it faster than others. Binary counting was not the favorite of the students, but they soon realized how important it is when we moved on to the encryption. The students enjoyed seeing how using a key to XOR a value to a cipher value could be taken back using the same operation. Once we moved to using the Python scripts the students actively became interested. They really enjoyed being able to perform the same encryption they were previously doing by hand with a computer. This excitement grew more once we gave them time to work on the police case, we gave them. The consensus of the students was that the case portion was the most fun part of the whole curriculum. When asked, the students responded by saying it was fun because they got to decrypt files and used the information to “solve a mystery”. One student even admitted to casually going through the curriculum until he hit the case at the end. This same student became passionate about solving the crime using the skills learned in the earlier part.

3.2 Quantitative Survey Results

As part of our STEM center’s summer camps, they include a pre and post survey to help with improvement of the summer camps. For this we looked at the responses for the increased interest in computer science or cyber security.

The summer camp had 46 participants who made it through the whole week and completed both the pre and post surveys with to test interest in the STEM fields. While the survey dealt with all STEM fields, we were interested in the two that asked about interest in Computer Science and Technology, and Engineering. The results are in the tables below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Pre and Post survey data on interest in computer science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not at all interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Survey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Pre and Post survey data collection into interest and non-interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Survey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The question in the survey asked was “How interested are you in a career in Computer Science?”. The trend was a net increase in computer science interest. The overall net was a gain in 3 students out of 46.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Overall results for interest in technology and engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more interested in Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more interested in Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Interest in technology and engineering percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more interested in Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more interested in Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the summer camp had many modules that all contribute, we did get an increase in the increased interest in technology with 74% of all the respondents saying they agreed (and strongly agreed) with that statement. This reflected similar responses we received during the instruction of the module.

### 3.3 Results Analysis

As table 1 above shows there was a small net gain of students who had an increase in interest in computer science. In the results there was actually a decrease of 5 students who went from being interested to not being interested in some form. With this change there was a total of 8 new students who were not originally interested to being interested. The aggregated information in the table also treats as ‘Not at all interested’ and ‘Not so interested’ as one group while the other two are one group. Within the ‘Interested’ group there were 4 students who originally said they were interested then later responded with ‘Very interested’. The table treated that as no change but there is a slight change in that question. Conversely there were only 2 who went from ‘Not so interested’ to ‘Not at all interested’.

The camp is targeted at students who have an interest in STEM activity and with those students we had 8 students go from ‘not interested’ to ‘interested’
with 4 more having an increase in interest level who previously were interested. The overall trend was a net increase in student interest in computer science after the camp.

4 Challenges

The initial curriculum we developed contained more content than could reasonably be covered in the allotted time. As the week progressed, the curriculum was adjusted to better fit the camp duration as well as the prior knowledge of the students. Part of the reason some students struggled was simply a lack of familiarity with basic computer usage (opening directories, creating files, file system navigation, etc...). To save some time, we would log into the provided laptops during a break and setup the environment for the upcoming tasks.

Another challenge we experienced was the disparity between the age groups. As mentioned previously, we had two groups of 8th graders. These groups were the hardest ones to make stay focused on the tasks. This could be that the module was not challenging enough. The 7th and 6th grade groups enjoyed the module the most. These two groups stayed on task and seemed genuinely excited when they broke the encryption on the files and got to build the timeline of case events for the crime they were investigating.

In the future, we expect to add additional challenges for each module to help the more advanced students continue progressing.

5 Conclusions

Our first attempt at this summer camp was a positive experience. We set out to expose young students to computer science through simple cyber security concepts. We were able to get positive feedback from all the students expressing interests in computer science and they left with a better understanding of what is possible in computer science. The results of our survey show a net increase in the number of students interested in computer science after taking the course. We will continue to improve this module for future IMAS summer camps and use this as the basis for a week long summer camp for computer science only as a future GenCyber summer camp.
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Abstract
In Fall 2018, we observed that ~33% of early-college participants of game-development outreach workshops became interested in taking a programming course. In Spring 2019, a new group of near-peer tutors developed new games and conducted new workshops in a similar fashion. Effectiveness of the spring workshops was almost the same as that for fall. These workshops were developed and conducted by upper-level students in a service-learning class for participants in lower-level classes. They were light-weight, ~75 minutes long. Early college presents a unique opportunity for outreach, but this has not been explored adequately in previous work. In this paper, we present analysis of the outreach workshops’ effectiveness and characteristics of the workshops that may have contributed to participants’ positive attitude change. We found that the attitude change is strongly associated with participants’ gender and declared majors, while not with their race and ethnicity. We also found that the technologies/platforms chosen by the peer tutors and their ease of use had an impact on the effectiveness of the workshops.

1 Introduction
In an effort to recruit and retain students in computing, especially those who are under-represented, Technology Ambassadors Program (TAP) was created
on our campus. This dual-purpose program includes Information Technology (IT) majors in a service-learning elective course. As part of the course, students conduct outreach workshops to middle and high school girls and college students, and in the process of achieving this, improve their own technical, communication and leadership skills.

In an earlier paper [5], we discussed the program’s impact on the TAP students’ confidence and persistence in computing. In this paper, we attempt to assess the impact of the outreach workshops on workshop participants, who are usually early-college students enrolled in our general education information literacy class. Research showed that students often have stereotypical views of the IT discipline as being boring, solitary and lacking real-world context [20]. These perceptions could be changed by different outreach programs [11, 13, 18, 19]. We hope that our game-based workshops conducted by peer tutors can help students overcome these negative perceptions. Our goal is, however, more focused due to the nature and duration of the workshops. It is to help participants to have positive changes of attitudes towards programming through fun and engaging activities.

Most of our workshop participants share similar characteristics. Many are traditional incoming freshmen, recently graduated from high school. Some of them are still undecided about their majors; some are not certain about or do not really understand their chosen fields. Even those who have made up their mind about their majors could still benefit from knowledge of programming. Programming skills could improve a person’s career competitiveness. For example, coding can automate repetitive tasks in business, data analysis, arts and design, science and engineering.

2 Related Work

We will address the related work from two perspectives: (1) the workshop audience and the reason why we believe early college provides a good opportunity for outreach, and (2) the program structure and sustainability.

2.1 Target Audience

The majority of the previously reported outreach activities targeted middle/high school students. A systematic literature review of ACM and IEEE journals and conference proceedings from 2009-2014 shows that there are 101 relevant articles, and 82% of such efforts aimed at middle/high school students [17]. The assessment of the outreach efforts usually focuses on how much students learned in programming or developed computational thinking [1, 10, 6] and how such efforts changed their attitude/perception towards computing (e.g. computing is fun) [9, 13, 16, 18, 19].
The uniqueness of our work is in providing such outreach activity to early college students. As described below, the majority of early college students do not have experience with programming and for those who had experience earlier on. The impact might have waned when they reach college [15]. Researchers of [17] also surveyed more than 700 students from three college-level institutions. The results showed that 39.1% students reported that they had participated in computing activities such as programming, games, hardware, robotics in their middle/high school years, which means more than 60% of the college students they surveyed did not have experience with such activities. This means that there is still ample room for outreach in early college for students.

Another advantage of outreach activities targeting early-college students on campus is that the participants will have opportunity to take immediate action in actually taking a programming class. Since our workshops are usually offered during the last month of a semester, students have the option to enroll in a general-education programming course or a more rigid programming course designed for IT majors for the following semester.

2.2 Structure and Sustainability

In this subsection, we compare the structure of our program with other works. There is a rich collection of outreach programs [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20], the majority of which targeted middle/high school students. These outreach programs were usually planned by faculty members, and the activities were also created and led by faculty. In our case, faculty only did the planning, but workshops and demos were developed and led by college students. In addition, the outreach activities are a part of the curriculum of the service-learning course. There is a set of learning objectives and outcomes tied to outreach (e.g. communication and leadership skills). Students know what to expect and faculty can introduce incremental improvements.

The program in [14] is most similar to ours. They have a well-organized service-learning course, where students developed workshops and used the workshops for outreach. The education school faculty taught students pedagogy and then students designed and taught workshops that introduce CS concepts to high schoolers, who in the post-survey expressed increased knowledge of computing or computational thinking and more confidence about computing. The challenge they had was the recruitment of service-learning students and eventually the service-learning course was stopped.

In comparison, our service-learning course is project-based and completely student-driven, from choosing a game development environment, to project ideas, to coding, to workshop content. Students are highly motivated and the interest in the course is high. In addition, we do outreach where we are, on campus in a general-education IT course for early-college students. Most of
the participants recently graduated from high school, so they were similar to the participants in [14]. The relatively low overhead in scheduling on-campus workshops makes our efforts manageable and sustainable and we can reach a large number of participants, 150-200 students per semester.

3 Description

Technology Ambassadors Program (TAP) originally began in 2012 with funding from NSF sponsored STARS Computing Corps. Since its inception, the format of the program has changed from an extracurricular program to a service-learning course, making it more sustainable. However, the goals remain the same. TAP is an effort to broaden participation in computing, with emphasis on both recruitment and retention of underrepresented minorities.

Since Spring 2016 the program has been offered as an upper-level service learning elective course. This format gives students course credit for participating in the program and the faculty receive teaching credit. Students apply to the program each semester and are interviewed by two faculty teaching the course. Up to 12 students are selected to participate in the program each semester. The purpose of the 3-credit hour elective is to enhance the students’ technical, communication and leadership skills. The format of the class is highly non-traditional, putting students in the driver’s seat, while the faculty play the role of a facilitator and a mentor. Students work in teams of 3-4 and are responsible for creating an outreach game development project for a non-computing audience. They are encouraged to use technologies and choose ideas that would be appealing to their audience. We strive to recruit female students into the TAP program and have at least one female student in each team.

Each team investigates at least three technologies at the beginning of the semester. The instructors introduce the teams to technologies used successfully in the past. The teams can also investigate or use other technologies. Teams present their technology choices and project ideas to the rest of the class. They make their final decision based on their research and feedback from peers and instructors.

Along with the game development project, each team also creates a workshop that can be presented at outreach events. The workshop allows the audience to modify the existing project and/or create a similar project. The goal is to make the audience aware of the wide array of possibilities using technology, with the hope that the audience develops an increased awareness/interest in programming. Before the teams conduct their workshops, they first demonstrate their projects to middle/high school girls at our on-campus STEM outreach event, Super Saturday Series, each semester. The demonstrations are
short and allow the girls to interact with and make minor changes to the code and see its impact on the result. This turns out to be a popular activity among attendees.

The workshops, on the other hand, are longer and are geared towards our early-college population. These workshops are conducted in our Introduction to Computing course. This is a general education course required for all students at the college and thus has a large number of sections where the workshops can be conducted. Our college being a majority-minority institution, this class also offers opportunities to reach out to underrepresented minorities. All sections have the same curriculum, including the same textbooks and very similar schedules. This makes it easy to schedule the workshops towards the end of the semester. Each team conducts their workshop in three sections of this class. The workshop lasts ~75 minutes. At the end of the workshop, the participants complete a survey reporting on the impact of the workshop on their interest in programming.

4 Evaluation

The goal of the workshops is to generate positive impact on students’ attitude towards programming. Therefore, besides the questions to evaluate the workshops themselves, the survey specifically asks the participants to reflect whether the workshops have caused them to reconsider taking programming classes.

We observed in Fall 2018 that ~33% of the 204 participants said that they either made up their mind to take a programming class or started to consider taking a programming class due to the workshop experience. Excluding the 54 students who already planned to take a programming class before the workshops, the percentage of students who had positive attitude change was ~45%. We were not sure whether it was due to the group of great service learning students in the fall and were interested in whether the new group of service learning students in Spring 2019 could achieve something similar and if so what might be the reasons for the effectiveness.

Table 1 contains the number of participants who responded to the surveys and the number of students in each of the following groups for both semesters:

- **Already group**: students who already planned to take a programming class before the workshop.
- **Positive Attitude Change group**: students who had either one of the following changes
  - from undecided to decided to take a programming class
  - from not considering to considering to take a programming class.
• *Still Not-Going-to group*: students who remained convinced they would not take a programming class after the workshop.

Table 1: Number of Participants and Their Attitude for Taking a Programming Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Already Positive Attitude</th>
<th>Still Not Going</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change Group</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2018 (N=204)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2019 (N=158)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Attitude Changes of Fall’18 and Spring’19 Workshop Participants

Figure 1 shows the comparison of Fall 2018 and Spring 2019. The two left bar clusters show the different percentages for each group for the fall and spring. The difference between the fall and spring regarding students’ original plan for taking a programming class is outside our control. With the *Already group* excluded, the two right clusters look very similar: ~45% students had a change of attitude in the fall and ~43% in the spring. The structure of our program may have some innate characteristics that help achieve this effectiveness.

Below we will first examine the effectiveness for different demographic groups and then study the possible contributing factors to the workshop effectiveness. Unless noted, the *Already group* is excluded from the data set.

4.1 Effectiveness for Demographic Groups

1. **Gender**: It is a well-known fact that women are under-represented in the IT field, so it is not surprising that only ~13% of the women had already
planned to take a programming class before the workshops, while over 28% of the men had already planned so. The ratio of the female rate to the male rate is 13/28, or ~46%. With the *Already group* excluded from the data set, women have positive attitude change ratio 38% vs. 54% for men. The difference between two genders is statistically significant (*p* = 0.007) according to Fisher’s exact test. Even though the effectiveness for women is less than satisfactory, we see some hope. The ratio of women’s attitude change rate to that of men’s is 38/54, ~72%, 1.54 times that of the *Already group*’s ratio 46%.

![Positive Attitude Change Ratios for Racial/Ethnic Groups](image)

**Figure 2: Workshop Effectiveness for Different Racial/Ethnic Groups**

![Attitude Change Ratio of Different Majors](image)

**Figure 3: Workshop Effectiveness for Different Majors**

(2) **Race/Ethnicity:** Figure 2 shows the attitude change ratios for major racial/ethnic groups. As shown by the last two columns, there is almost no difference between the ratios for the Under-Represented Minority group (URM) (Black and Hispanic) and the non-URM group (Asian and White).

(3) **Declared Major** Figure 3 shows that students of different majors became interested in taking a programming class. It is interesting to see that not all IT majors planned to take a programming class before the workshop and there were still IT students not planning to take a programming class after the workshop. This validates what we stated earlier that not all students understand their majors very well. There is also a fear of programming among
students, and some of our students delay taking the class because they do not understand the significance of taking this fundamental class (pre-requisite to other classes) in a timely manner. The difference among majors is statistically significant ($p = 0.011$). The attitude change rate for IT students is very high, around 70% and it is 57%, 50%, and 47% for undecided, STEM, and business majors respectively. Students in these majors are those who could really benefit from the knowledge of programming.

### 4.2 Factors that May Impact the Effectiveness

In this subsection, we present the analysis on what factors might be the most impactful. Each semester, there were four different workshops designed and delivered by four different teams. Each workshop was normally taught three times in three different sections of the same general-education class. Table 2 shows the number of participants in each team’s workshops. The analysis in this subsection is based on the data set with the *Already group* excluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team No.</th>
<th>Fall 2018</th>
<th>Spring 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total # Participants</td>
<td>51 35 64 54</td>
<td>29 58 38 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Participants with <em>Already Group</em> Excluded</td>
<td>34 31 48 37</td>
<td>22 60 36 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4: Team Effectiveness](image)

Figure 4 shows each team’s effectiveness. Two teams stood out: the attitude change ratio for them is ~60%, while it is 30-40% for the other teams. A team’s effectiveness can be determined by many factors and we will study each of the factors below.

Table 3 lists seven characteristics that we thought might be relevant. According to data, “whether a team has URM members” has no significant impact
### Table 3: Team/Workshop Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whether a team had female</td>
<td>1 for yes; 0 for no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether a team had URM</td>
<td>1 for yes; 0 for no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed team synergy</td>
<td>1 for yes; 0 for no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game development platform</td>
<td>2 for easy; 1 for medium; 0 for hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used robots or not</td>
<td>1 for yes; 0 for no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related mini-game developed</td>
<td>1 for yes; 0 for no/unrelated mini-game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall workshop experience</td>
<td>1-5 for various measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5: Team Gender Composition vs Attitude Change Ratio](image)

Figure 5: Team Gender Composition vs Attitude Change Ratio for Different Genders

on the attitude change ratios for URM participants or non-URM participants and “the observed team synergy by the instructors during the development phase” does not make much difference in the workshop effectiveness. Other characteristics do seem to have some relevance and we study them below.

1. **Whether a Team Had Female Members:** The participants’ attitude change ratio for teams with female tutors and that for the one team with no female tutors is roughly the same 43%-44%. Interestingly, however, a team’s gender composition does seem to affect attitude change ratios for female and male students separately. The two left columns in Figure 5 show that teams with female tutors are more effective for female students than the one team with no female tutors. The two right columns show the opposite for males: the one team with no female tutors are more effective for male students than teams with female tutors. More data are needed to better observe the gender factor of the peer tutors in the future.

2. **Game Development Platform:** Figure 6 shows the effectiveness for teams whose chosen game development platforms were either hard, medium, or easy for participants to start coding in. This measures whether the platform...
requires tedious setup procedure and/or programming language is complex. We can see that the easier the environment, the higher the attitude change ratio. The difference is statistically significant (p = 0.025).

![Easiness of the Game Development Platform vs. Attitude Change Ratio](image)

**Figure 6:** Easiness of Game Development Platform vs Attitude Change Ratios

![Robots Usage vs Positive Attitude Change Ratio](image)

**Figure 7:** Robots Usage in Relation to the Attitude Change Ratio

(3) **Robot Usage:** The two left columns in Figure 7 show that workshops that used robots had higher attitude change ratio. The difference is marginally significant (p = 0.079). The workshops that used robots were considered an easy platform in Figure 6. The leftmost and rightmost columns in Figure 7 show that the workshops using robots are still more effective than the rest of the easy-platform workshops (not statistically significant). The “cool” factor of using robots may have helped make the workshops more engaging and thus more effective. Since only one team used robots, the number of participants in the robot usage workshops is relatively low. We will collect more data for robot use in the future.

(4) **Relevant Mini-game Development:** In addition to playing and modifying the game that the peer tutors developed and used for demo, if participants also developed a mini-version of the game, their attitude change ratio was higher (47% of 181 participants) than that for workshops where either no
mini-game was developed or the mini-game developed was not related to the demo game (38% of 107). Even though the difference is not statistically significant ($p = 0.177$), this interesting observation gives us significant insights for future efforts.

(5) **Overall Workshop Experience:** Not surprisingly, how well a workshop was conducted is statistically significantly related to the attitude change:

- Overall workshop experience (with ratings 1-5) ($p=0.002$)
- Presentation engagement (with ratings 1-5) ($p=0.002$)
- Whether learned something new (yes or no) ($p = 0.037$)

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We are very encouraged by what the data say about our outreach program for early college students. The workshops are equally effective for under-represented racial/ethnic minorities and the non-under-represented groups. Even though the effectiveness for female students is lower than that for male, the ratio of female’s attitude change rate (with the *Already group* excluded) vs male’s is much higher than the female to male ratio among students who have already planned to take a programming class.

We also identified factors that are most likely to have an impact on how effective a workshop is. The most prominent factor is the game development platform. If it is simple to setup and code in, the workshops have higher effectiveness. Using robots and developing mini-versions of the games that are used in the demo are also likely to have a positive impact. Even though more data is needed, this is nonetheless very valuable for our future research.

We want to understand more about the gender factor for both the peer tutors and the participants. In addition, we believe that near-peer mentoring is a big motivating factor and we plan to study this in more depth. Last, we will track how many of the participants who had positive attitude change will actually enroll in and complete a programming course.
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Abstract

When the computer science courses are designed, how to make the students understand the core concepts and algorithms is usually considered significantly. However, applying them to the real fields, which is considered more important, is often skipped. This research project demonstrates the example on how the positive cycle of integrating teaching inside the class and research outside of class performs successfully. In addition, it shows the detailed process on the steps that students take to build the self-driving car based on the Machine learning technology. The research project is conducted in 3 stages. First, an RC car is assembled with mechanical and electronic components (Raspberry Pi, sensors, etc.) and is tested by the signal measurement. Then, the self-driving software modules using machine learning are developed and tested. Finally, the RC car with self-driving software module is tested in terms of the data loss and real driving on the lane.

1 Introduction

This research project is a practical but good one because it includes various theoretical knowledge that is learned in the class. The purpose of this project

---
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is to build the self-driving RC car controlled by Machine learning and Big data technologies that have been taught in the big data class. The project requires numerous technologies, such as Machine learning, Big data, Robotics, Computer Vision, Electronic optical sensors and so on. Through this project, the students were able to acquire a variety of cutting-edge technologies as well as apply the knowledge acquired from the previous coursework to the project.

2 Literature review

2.1 Research and development in the car and IT industries

Self-driving car research requires various technologies such as electronics, sensors, machinery, and Machine learning (or Artificial intelligence), with its ultimate goal being the development of a car that can drive itself autonomously without a human driver. As such, it is car makers in industry that are leading the development of self-driving cars, which show a great potential for future commercialization. Toyota is currently developing a self-driving car, dubbed “the most powerful and intelligent supercomputer on wheels,” that will be on major highways by 2020[5]. For this project, the company cites the importance of slashing the cost of technology and hiring proficient software engineers. Furthermore, Toyota plans to invest 2.8 billion in a new company that develops software for self-driving cars. Although Ford lagged behind the competition with respect to developing self-driving cars, its adoption of Argo AI (Artificial Intelligence) successfully demonstrated the potential for self-driving cars to replace human delivery drivers working for companies such as Walmart and Postmates. However, though the area of self-driving cars promises both technological possibility and a future market, there remain numerous technical problems that must be overcome before self-driving cars can operate without a human driver in difficult road conditions. For instance, it is not an easy task to develop software that can both utilize a sensing system to detect rapidly appearing objects and execute the swift decision for the vehicle to avoid it. This is because self-driving cars, unlike regular computers, are real-time computers with which one error can take the life of a human passenger. Cruise, a company under General Motors, planned to release a self-driving car to the market in 2019, but technical issues necessitated a delay in its commercialization. Completely autonomous cars cannot be made with machinery, electronics, sensors, and other technologies found in conventional cars. Instead, they require a multitude of additional technologies such as AI and Big data. IT companies such as Google and Amazon are actively investing in core technologies that are seen as the future, with Artificial intelligence and Big data being the two representative ones. When AI and Big data are combined, a synergy effect can lead to an output several times greater than when only one of these technologies
is used. Indeed, both technologies are integral to the area of self-driving cars. This may be the main reason why companies such as Google and Amazon are targeting the self-driving car market at such an early stage. Google began its self-driving car development project in 2009 and has continued to experiment with self-driving cars that can navigate complex city streets with the use of sensors and software rather than a human driver. Google [9] finally began a self-driving car project called WAYMO (Way Forward in Mobile) in 2016, and since 2017, the company has worked with FCA (Fiat Chrysler Automobiles) to develop a fully self-driving Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid minivan. Another large IT company, Amazon [10], decided to invest at least 530 million in a Silicon Valley startup called Aurora. Amazon’s shipping costs in 2017 were 21.7 billion, almost twice the cost in 2015. The company believes that utilizing autonomous vehicles is the most effective way to reduce shipping costs. Microsoft [4] does not independently develop self-driving cars but has worked for a long time with auto manufacturers to integrate Microsoft software with self-driving cars. This clearly demonstrates that technologies like AI and Big data are the core technologies necessary for successful commercialization of self-driving cars. LG [14] is currently developing a self-driving car that utilizes Microsoft’s AI solution, Azure.

2.2 Academic researches

So far, this has been a review of the current status of self-driving car development by car makers and IT companies. Core technological trends followed by such corporations have greatly impacted the academic curricula taken by students who end up working for these same companies in the future. In particular, fields of study such as computer science and IT attempt to more effectively teach the core technologies of AI (Artificial intelligence) and Big data by linking coursework with outside projects. Efforts such as these have directly led to the continuous publication of many outstanding research papers.

In the past, self-driving car development was conducted by installing cumbersome equipment on conventional cars and testing them on the road, but modern self-driving car research at universities is now mostly done using RC cars. For instance, when developing AI (or Machine learning) software, the brain of self-driving cars, it is entirely possible to use an RC car instead of an actual one [11]. RC cars are 1/8 to 1/16 the size of conventional cars and utilize an electronically operated motor and steering mechanism. By equipping a miniature computer called Raspberry Pi to an RC car, it is possible to both develop and experiment with AI (or Machine learning) and Big data software for self-driving cars in a small campus environment, which is typically limited in funding [12][13]. With respect to the development of AI software as the brain of a RC car, Machine learning is the most widely used method [7].
Simply put, Machine learning, which will be described in greater detail later, involves the use of inputs and outputs to make control signals that can maneuver a vehicle. In this case, the input is a real-time video of road conditions captured by cameras or sensors [2], while the output is the car’s change in direction (left/right) or movement (run/stop). Input and output data can be entered into a Machine learning algorithm to create an optimal car control database [6]. Of these machine learning algorithms, the most widely used one is both adept at learning and displays excellent performance. This algorithm consists of a neural network of intricately intertwined neurons found in three layers: the Input, Hidden (or Perceptron), and Output layers [15]. Also, more advanced algorithms, which enhance the structure of a basic neuron network, have been used in the past to improve the accuracy of self-driving cars. A well-known algorithm is convolutional neural network, which is also referred to as deep learning [1]. The CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) algorithm employs a 3x3 sized window (equivalent to a mask in Digital signal processing field) that is applied to an input video in order to enhance accuracy by creating numerous Hidden layers. Currently, CNN is the foundation of the majority of AI software used in self-driving cars, and it has been the target of increased interest in the research community [3].

The most practical core technologies used in software for self-driving cars are the Machine learning algorithm and Big data, which is based on Cloud computing framework. Self-driving cars require a method for collecting and processing large amounts of data in real-time, but a simple standalone computer equipped to a car is severely limited in its capability to do so. One way to solve this issue is by using a Cloud computing platform like Amazon’s AWS as a data processing device, which can be used by a self-driving car through a wireless network [8]. Cloud computing systems like AWS can process vast amounts of big data by using thousands or even tens of thousands of server computers. Big data software used in cloud computing systems are composed of ML (Machine learning Library) functions that collects and processes real-time data. Ultimately, AI and Big data technologies will become the core ones necessary for the successful commercialization of self-driving cars in the future. This is why much research on and funding for these technologies are crucial in the academic field.

2.3 Need of Machine learning in Self-driving car

By comparing the input data from video camera and the data (called model) made in the training stage, the control signal for moving self-driving car is made. In fact, the model is used to predict future values based on the past input and output data. There are many ways to create these models, especially, the one used most widely is called Regression analysis, mathematical method.
As seen in Figure 1 above, a straight line is drawn based on the past input (X) and output (Y), and according to this line, an equation can be obtained. This equation is called the mathematical model.

\[ Y = aX + b \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The equation 1 is fit for linear model with multiple input variables and an output variable but is inappropriate for finding nonlinear model, not represented by this straight line. The video image, the input data of self-driving car, is paired with the angle (±/-) and forward/stop signals, the output variables. This data in the self-driving car shows nonlinear patterns that require a new method, Neural network to make a nonlinear model. The Neural network concept is similar to the regression analysis, mathematical method mentioned above, however, it can create a non-linear model with multiple input and output variables. In Figure 2, Neural network consists of 3 layers, such as Input, Perceptron (or Hidden), and Output. Like the Regression analysis, it changes neurons and biases in the Perceptron layer until the difference between the original output (\( Y' \)) and estimated output (Y) is minimal. This process is called training.

The equation 2 and 3 represent the making of the Perceptron layer (or Hidden layer) with multiple neurons, which is between Input and Output layers.

\[ N_1 = \sigma (X_1W_{11} + X_2W_{12} + b_1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ N_2 = \sigma (X_2W_{21} + X_2W_{22} + b_2) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

As seen in the equation 2 and 3, the multiplications of input data (\( X_1, X_2 \)) and weights (\( W_{11}, W_{12}, W_{21}, W_{22} \)) are added with the biases (\( b_1, b_2 \)) and then this value is passed to the activation functions (\( \sigma \)) to be stored as each intermediate node (\( N_1, N_2 \)).
Afterwards, the multiplications of new input data \((N_1, N_2)\) and weights \((W_{31}, W_{32})\) are added with the biases \((b_3)\) and then this value is transferred to the activation functions \((\sigma)\) to make the final result \(Y\) as shown in the equation 4.

\[
Y = \sigma(N_1W_{31} + N_2W_{32} + b_3)
\]  

(4)

3 Overview of system

The components of final products consist of an RC car and remote computer training system that controls and trains the RC car by wireless communication. The RC car can be purchased from Amazon and be moved by the remote controller users handle. However, it is still not the autonomous car that moves by its decision-making system. For its self-driving, a raspberry pi 3 (small computer) with sensors (such as camera and Laser) is put on top of the RC car and is connected to ECU (Electronic Control Unit) that controls car thrust and wheel steering. In addition, it will detect other obstacles, such as passengers, by the camera or laser sensor attached to the RC car.

The remote training system is software developed in the Python language and is installed in the laptop. It controls the car movement through the software modules installed in the minicomputer (Raspberry Pi) in the RC car. At this time, the left/right direction angle information and the video coming from the camera are inputted into the training system. This process is called the machine running training, and once it is trained, the RC car will automatically move, without a driver, through the training data.
4 Implementation of System

The project is conducted in the 3 stages. First, an RC car is assembled with mechanical and electronic components (Raspberry, sensors, etc.) and is tested by the signal measurement. Then, the self-driving software modules using Machine learning technology is developed and tested. Finally, the RC car with self-driving software module is tested on the road.

4.1 Hardware configuration

In Figure 4, the motor, ECU (Electronic Control Unit), and wheels are attached to the car frame, and the wheels are steered according to the direction control signal from the ECU. Additionally, the ECU makes the control signal for turning the car left or right and sends them to motor and steering system of wheels. The Raspberry Pi, a mini computer that is placed on the car frame, deploys the software that makes the control signal and then sends them to the ECU in real time. The Raspberry Pi is a kind of computer with a processor and memory and has various input ports, such as camera, GPIO (General Purpose Input Output), and USB. As shown in Figure 4, the GPIO port of the Raspberry Pi is used to connect with the ECU using 4 pins. Besides, the
camera port is used to connect with the video camera in order to receive input video image. In addition, the Raspberry Pi is powered by 5V external battery.

### 4.2 Application of the CNN algorithms to the self-driving car

As mentioned in section 2.3, the prior data for moving self-driving car is a non-linear data with multiple inputs and outputs. To process these types of data, Neural network, one of Machine-learning algorithms, can be useful. However, basic Neural network is not sufficient in making the model for moving self-driving car in the real time and more advanced algorithms from basic Neural network is very needed. Recently, cutting-edge algorithms in the Neural network field have emerged and the representative algorithm is Deep learning.

In fact, the core technology of AI (Artificial Intelligence) recognized as future technology is Deep learning that is the base of CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) algorithm used in the self-driving car project of this article. Deep learning is advanced Neural network algorithm with multiple Perceptron layers but has its drawbacks such as vanishing gradient and calculation overload problems. Vanishing gradient problem causes the gradient to be 0 as the number of layers increases. The gradient descent method produces a huge amount of calculations as it differentiates the whole data during update process. To resolve these problems, SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent) method and Adam method came out, therefore, Deep learning has revolutionarily improved. Especially, the Adam algorithm has contributed in the enhancement of the accuracy in Deep learning technology. The CNN algorithm is based on the Deep learn-
Figure 5: Multi-layers in the Deep learning

and has great performance in recognizing the properties of image. In fact, the convolution in the CNN is the concept used in the DSP (Digital Signal Processing) field and uses the mask with specific values. The mask values are multiplied by the pixel values in the original image (like the signal in the DSP) and these products are added together like Figure 6. As a result, this process is called convolution and causes the reduction of image properties, like DSP.

Figure 6: Convolution

The Max pooling, the core algorithm in the CNN, reduces processing time significantly by decreasing the image properties. Figure 7 shows the effect of Max pooling which reduces the image property from a 4x4 to a 2x2. Also, to avoid overfit problem, Dropout technique that deactivates neurons in the Perceptron layer is used in the CNN. Besides this, Softmax normalizes the total of the input values to 1 and each normalized value is binarized as 1 or 0 by using one-hot-encoding technique. Those techniques mentioned earlier makes CNN algorithms more efficient and have been used in the self-driving car project.
Figure 7: Max pooling

Figure 8 shows the steps of the CNN Deep learning algorithm and includes all techniques mentioned earlier. In Figure 8, the number of convolutions and sub-algorithms may defer according to the system designed by developers.

5 Experiments and result

Figure 9 shows the self-driving car moving on the road on top of the matt. As seen in the figure the computer receives the input data (video images) that comes from the video camera in real time and then compares them with the premade model, in order for the self-driving car to move autonomously.

There are many ways to measure how close the real data is to the data created by the model. Here, the RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) is used and it is called data loss in this article. The $p_i$ is the real data and the $y_i$ is the data predicted by the model in the equation 5. The $n$ is the number of data
used in the training.

\[ RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n} (p_i - y_i)^2} \]  

(5)

In the figure 10 and 11, the ‘train’ is the real data and the ‘validate’ is the data predicted by the model. As seen in Figure 10 and 11, the data loss is decreased from 0.81309 to 0.045128 by 94% and the model accuracy improves significantly as the amount of training data is increased from 50% to 80%. In other words, the data loss increases as the amount of training data decreases.

For reference, the self-driving car shows different driving patterns according to the models made from different environments. Especially, the car showed different driving patterns based on the different light brightness and the various surrounding objects. Conclusively, after several trial-and-errors, the model that makes the car move successfully on the road was made.

6 Conclusion and further study

This project was conducted along with the students under the Faculty development grant. In the self-driving car project mentioned in this article, the CNN
Figure 10: Data loss with 50% of images used during training

Figure 11: Data loss with 80% of images used during training
Machine learning technique was used and proved the effectiveness to move the self-driving car through road experiments. Above all, the most important meaning of this project was to implement the system learned during lecture. In fact, there have been issues where knowledge from the classroom was occasionally not applicable to the industry, but this project is expected to show the possibility of subsiding this issue.

There is more room to study in order to make the system more efficient, such as how much convolution is needed, what mask size is optimal, what window size is optimal for the max pooling, what activation functions are the best, etc. In addition, new method such as the wavelet, mathematical theory, can be applied to the CNN algorithm used in the self-driving car.
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Abstract

Online photo sharing has become a popular activity for Internet users. Semantically rich photos often contain not only the information that the uploaders want to share but also the information that is sensitive to others. However, most of the current online social networks do not have well-defined mechanisms for user privacy protection. This paper discusses the design and implementation of a labware—Facelock which was developed for teaching photo privacy. The goal is to increase students’ awareness of privacy protection while sharing photos in online social networks. Through the labware, students can gain a thorough understanding of the photo privacy and essential concepts of face recognition. This labware can be used in both cybersecurity and data science courses. It was pilot-tested through a workshop in 2019 among thirteen students majoring in Computer Science. Surveys results showed the effectiveness of the labware and the attainment of the learning objectives.

1 Introduction

Today, people frequently interact with their families, friends, and colleagues through online social networks (OSN), especially with the advent of smart
phones with high-quality camera embedded which enables users to record their life anytime and anywhere. People enjoy posting and sharing their photos in online communities, blogs, and content sharing sites. For example, there are over 350 million photos uploaded daily on Facebook [11], and users share over 700 million photos daily on Snapchat [5].

Many times, the semantically rich pictures contain sensitive contents which may disclose users’ private information such as location and personal habits. More importantly, sharing such pictures online may unnecessarily expose users’ friends and acquaintances involved in the photos, thereby leading to their privacy breach [3]. Most photo sharing websites allow users to configure their privacy preferences to some extent. For example, Facebook allows users to decide whether they want to share a photo with their friend group or family group or the public. Unfortunately, recent studies have shown that users had struggles to set up and maintain such privacy settings [13]. One of the primary reasons addressed is that, given the amount of shared information, such configuration process can be tedious and error-prone as too many factors need to be evaluated before the decision is made. Therefore, many researchers have acknowledged the need of access control and privacy policy recommendation systems which can assist users to properly configure privacy settings.

The education on image privacy, however, has not been well integrated into the undergraduate security classes. The main obstacle is the lack of effective hands-on learning labs related to this topic. To address this problem, the authors were motivated to develop a labware with the following objectives: (1) increase students’ awareness of image privacy protection; (2) make students understand different users’ privacy preferences; (3) teach students basic protection mechanisms for image privacy; and (4) understand the trade-off between privacy protection and its cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses the literature related to image privacy protection and describes the current development of privacy education. Section 3 introduces the design and implementation of the Facelock system. Section 4 presents the evaluation results after surveying thirteen students majoring in Computer Science at Prairie View A&M University through a workshop conducted in 2019. Finally, a conclusion is made in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Image Privacy Protection

To enhance image privacy protection, some existing work [7, 15] focused on developing access control based approaches. They leverage photo tags which are either labelled by people or generated by the tagging service provided in most
photo sharing sites for purposes including organization, search, communication, and description of photos. The tags can help users intuitively create and maintain fine-grained access-control policies more. Another group of technologies focus on developing privacy policies which help photo uploaders automatically decide whether a photo should be labeled as public or private. Different photo related information, including tags, captions, comments, meta data and image content, is used to classify private and public photos [12, 16, 8]. More recently, big data technologies are also used to extract better features which can be used for the photo classification [17, 14]. In addition, some photo privacy preservation technologies [7, 15] manage privacy protection level to objects involved in photos instead of the entire photo [14]. Then some image operations, such as blurring, local encryption, warping, pixelation, and masking, are applied on the sensitive objects identified from the photos [6, 9].

2.2 Privacy Education

The ACM’s Computer Science Curriculum 2013 has acknowledged the importance of privacy education [1]. Currently, the development of curriculum for teaching privacy to younger students is still insufficient. A team of cross-disciplinary members, including computer scientists, educators, and social scientists, from the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI) and the University of California at Berkeley, have developed an online privacy curriculum [2] including ten principles with the purpose of spreading the awareness of protecting online privacy among younger students. However, their curriculum focuses on the general education of online privacy instead of photo privacy in OSN. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the work described in this paper is the first one on a learning labware development particularly for educating younger students to protect privacy while sharing photos in OSN.

3 Design of the Labware

The in-house developed labware—Facelock is a web based system. It consists of three components: (1) a SQLite database, (2) a web server, and (3) a face recognition library. The three components work together with an emphasis on the image privacy protection principles, photo recognition, and the access control procedure. A framework of the labware is illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1 SQLite Database

The Facelock system uses SQLite database to store the information of the registered users, including their post records, profiles, friend lists, etc. For face recognition purpose, each registered user must upload a “standard” picture as
part of his/her profile, as shown in Figure 2. The profile pictures of the users will be used for face recognition by the face recognition library. Compared with other relational database management systems, SQLite is a lightweight disk-based database system contained in a C programming library. It does not require a separate server process and allows database access using a nonstandard variant of the SQL query language.

![Figure 1: The system architecture of the Facelock labware](image)

3.2 Facelock Web Server

The Facelock web server hosts a Facebook like social network environment where users can post messages and pictures, search people, and join friend circles, etc. Apart from these basic functions, Facelock reinforces photo privacy protection. Specifically, when a user attempts to post a photo, the web server will utilize the face recognition library to tag users on Facelock who are included.

![Figure 2: The profile page of a Facelock user](image)
in the photo. Each tagged user will receive an alert and then take action to edit the photo to meet his privacy preference. The post will not be made publicly available until all tagged users respond with their privacy protection choices. Figure 3a depicts a scenario where the user “Donald Trump” tries to post a picture, in which recognized Facelock users such as “Hillary Clinton” and “Barack Obama” are tagged. Therefore, “Donald Trump” has to wait for them to grant the releasing of the picture before sharing it with the public.

At the current stage, the Facelock system implemented three privacy protection options for tagged users, including no anonymization, face anonymization, and selected area anonymization.

**No anonymization** does not provide any protection to the user. The tagged user who selects this option (by clicking the “Accept” button shown in Figure 3b) is careless about releasing his picture to public by the uploader. With this option, the tagged user grants the system and the uploader to post the picture.

**Face anonymization** allows the tagged user to protect his face image. Once the “Blur my face” button is clicked, the tagged person’s face will be blurred automatically and the blurred picture will be displayed together with the original picture for preview. After that, the photo uploader and the other tagged users will be notified that this tagged person has rejected the post and chosen to hide his identity in the image. Figure 3b shows a scenario that when the tagged user “Hillary Clinton” logged into the system, she noticed that her
face was shown in a new post created by “Donald Trump” and that another tagged user “Barack Obama” already chose to blur his face.

**Selected area anonymization** enables the tagged user to customize the image anonymization if he is not satisfied with simply blurring his face. In this case, the user can click the “Custom” button, and then he will see a modal window with the “Edit” option. By clicking the “Edit” button, the user can select multiple areas to blur and then confirm it by clicking “Blur Selected Areas”. Figure 4 shows a scenario where the tagged user “Hillary Clinton” further customized the picture by blurring her image.

Once all tagged users made their privacy protection choices, the original photo uploader can review the altered photo. The blurred areas will be the “cost” of posting the picture online. This is because a blurred picture may lose its original value for visual aesthetics. Therefore, the uploader can make a decision to post the photo edited by the tagged users or to give up the post. In Facelock, the image manipulation function was implemented using OpenCV which is a library of functions commonly used in the research and applications related to computer vision [10]. The library contains different options for blurring images such as Gaussian Blurring, Median Blurring, and Bilateral Filtering. In Facelock, Gaussian Blurring was used.
3.3 Face Recognition Library

A key component of Facelock is the Face Recognition library which is used to recognize faces in the photos for user tagging. There have been different machine learning models developed for image classification. Considering the model complexity and the speed required for fast web processing, the one adopted by Facelock is a deep leaning based open source application available on GitHub [4]. As the model script was written in Python and Facelock was also developed using the same language with the Django framework, this model was seamlessly integrated into Facelock. The advantage of this library is its light weight and high accuracy. Particularly, it only requires the registered user to upload one “standard” profile picture to reach high accuracy and it can achieve the recognition accuracy of 99.38% on the labeled faces in the Wild benchmark (http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/). All photos posted in Facelock will be examined with the existing profile pictures to recognize users. A code snippet of using the library is as follows:

```python
# Import the face recognition library
import face_recognition

# Detecting “Trump” by comparing the profile picture with the unknown picture
known_image = face_recognition.load_image_file("trump.jpg")
unknown_image = face_recognition.load_image_file("unknown.jpg")
trump_encoding = face_recognition.face_encodings(known_image)[0]
unknown_encoding = face_recognition.face_encodings(unknown_image)[0]
results = face_recognition.compare_faces([trump_encoding],
                                         unknown_encoding)
```

4 Evaluation

In order to expose students to privacy preservation and inspire their learning interests, the authors pilot-tested this educational tool in an educational workshop conducted in fall 2019 for student training. A total of thirteen undergraduate students from Prairie View A&M University majoring in Computer Science participated in the evaluation of the labware. The learning and evaluation activities fell into two categories: (1) classroom presentation to introduce photo privacy in OSN and anonymization basics, and (2) hands-on labs using Facelock to examine the three anonymization options discussed in Section 3 and understand the tradeoff between privacy preservation and its cost. Pre and post surveys were conducted at the beginning and the end of the testing session to evaluate and analyze the outcomes. The student survey questions are listed in Table 1. All questions use a rating scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the greatest deal or the most positive.
Table 1: Pre and post survey questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Survey Questions</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rate your awareness of access control mechanism in OSN?</td>
<td>Pre &amp; Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rate your awareness about privacy disclosure from photo sharing?</td>
<td>Pre &amp; Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rate your awareness about photo anonymization mechanism?</td>
<td>Pre &amp; Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rate your interest in access control mechanism in OSN?</td>
<td>Pre &amp; Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rate your interest in privacy disclosure from photo sharing?</td>
<td>Pre &amp; Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rate your interest in photo anonymization mechanism?</td>
<td>Pre &amp; Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rate your learning about access control mechanism in OSN?</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rate your learning about privacy disclosure from photo sharing?</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rate your learning about photo anonymization mechanismlab?</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>This lab helped me understand the access control mechanism in OSN</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>This lab helped me know how a privacy-aware tagging system works</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>This lab and privacy preservation should be taught in security courses</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Experimental results

(a) Awareness and interest change  (b) Understanding of photo privacy

Questions 1 to 6 were surveyed in both pre and post questionnaires. Figure 5a plots the average rating with regard to the discrepancy of pre and post survey results. A significant increase is observed on students’ awareness of and interest in access control mechanism in OSN, privacy disclosure of photo sharing, photo anonymization after the lab. Questions 7-12 measured how much students gained in understanding the related concepts. The survey results were positive and encouraging with the average rating being greater than 3.4 from five of the questions, as shown in Figure 5b. One lesson the authors learned from the lab is to extend the lecturing time on the access control mechanism which would bring better feedback for questions 4 and 7.
5 Conclusion

This paper presents the design and implementation of a tool intended for teaching photo sharing privacy in online social networks. The goal was to provide students with a solid understanding of the topic by using an in-house developed labware—Facelock, which not only enables students to be aware of the possible privacy disclosure of photo sharing in online social networks, but also equips them with necessary defense technologies. After pilot-testing the labware among thirteen students in fall of 2019, the authors got very positive feedback. Students confirmed that they thoroughly understood the photo privacy in OSN through the lab activities, and the tool helped them learn the concepts effectively. This shows that the teaching tool can be widely used in classrooms and integrated into security curriculum.
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Teaching High Level Abstraction Using Directed Active Learning

Conference Tutorial
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Abstraction has repeatedly been recognized as a critical component of software development, and, therefore, as a critical component of Computer Science Education. Most published work on the subject, however, deals only with abstraction at a low level, for example, at the level of classes and data structures (CS1 and CS2) [2],[4], [5], [6] but abstraction at higher levels is equally critical to software development. This was made clear to Prof. Klappholz when a faculty colleague proposed a potential software development project for his capstone course [1]. The design of the software turned out to require the construction of an abstraction that class members were unable to construct using undirected active learning, and that had to be given to them by the author in order for them to be able to further develop the software. The author has subsequently used the design of the same software as an assignment in both junior- and senior-level undergraduate and entry-level MS courses, and has found that virtually all class members have been unable to construct the required abstraction. After learning that active learning often fails unless it is carefully directed[3], the author has used the design of the software in question in a junior-level course, but, this time, has carefully directed the student teams’ active learning, and has achieved far greater success. In this tutorial we will cover the topics of the teaching/learning of high level abstraction and of directed active learning, with detailed examples from the software development project described above, and how others might use directed active learning to teach high level abstraction.
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A Gentle Introduction to Deep Learning*

Conference Tutorial
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Thanks to emerging technologies such as many-core devices and the vast amount of data created during the last decade, the field of Artificial Intelligence has experienced a considerable growth, so to have the fields of Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Data Science. This workshop will begin by familiarizing members of the audience with important concepts such as what is a Neural Network, the components of a Neural Network, Forward Propagation, Back Propagation, Activation Functions, Gradient Descent and Error Estimation among several other concepts. In order to walk the audience through several of these concepts a step by step numerical example that can be easily adopted as class material by other interested faculty members will be presented. Last but not least, the audience will be introduced to at least one of the most popular Deep Learning Frameworks (either Tensorflow or Keras). The use of the framework(s) will serve to reinforce several of the concepts previously introduced.

*Copyright is held by the author/owner.
Communicating Sequential Processes in the Go Programming Language*

Conference Tutorial

Perugini Saverio¹ and David J. Wright²

¹Department of Computer Science
²Learning Teaching Center
University of Dayton
Dayton, Ohio
{sperugini1,dwright1}@udayton.edu

Project Site: http://sites.udayton.edu/operatingsystems

1 Tutorial Summary

This 60-minute tutorial will cover the Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) model of concurrency—a (re-)emerging concurrent programming model that is increasing in popularity, especially in the Go programming language¹. Intended participants are instructors of undergraduate Operating System (OS) courses. This tutorial will also be of interest to instructors of concurrent programming and programming languages courses. Participants will be exposed to concurrent programming using CSP in Go, through the use of typed channels for synchronous or asynchronous communication. In particular, we will lead participants through a variety of active-learning laboratories for teaching a ‘concurrent programming and synchronization’ module of an undergraduate OS course using CSP in Go. The in-class laboratory plans that attendees can adopt involve programming classical problems of synchronization (e.g., producer-consumer and dining philosophers) through the lens of the CSP model. Participants should have working knowledge of concurrency/synchronization in a language such as C or Java and are encouraged to bring laptop

*Copyright is held by the author/owner.
¹http://golang.org
computers, especially to follow the labs demonstrated. Unlike semaphores and condition variables, the CSP model naturally focus the programmer’s locus of attention on the interaction between concurrent entities to collaboratively solve a problem—the primary learning outcome—rather than the level-low details of language syntax and the minutia of which individual data to protect/lock and how to protect/lock it. Therefore, more broadly, we also anticipate fostering and facilitating a discussion of innovative approaches toward teaching the topic of concurrency and synchronization in an undergraduate OS course[1].

2 Schedule of Activities

• (10 minutes) Introduce attendees to the fundamentals of CSP and Go.
• (40 minutes) Work through two active-learning laboratory plans of the CSP model of concurrency in Go.
  – The Producer-Consumer problem
  – The Dining Philosophers problem
• (10 minutes) Discussion
  – Share our experience in teaching the OS course using this model.
  – How to use the active-learning labs in our Laboratory Manual.
  – Invite participation in our community of OS educators.
  – Questions and Answers.
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Hands-On Intro to Google Cloud for Your Courses*

Conference Tutorial
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This session begins with a brief high-level intro to Google Cloud (as a review of the full talk last year), providing an overview of relevant products for your students or research, covering core product APIs along w/code samples and information on our education grants. A hands-on follows (attendees are invited to follow along on their laptops) which demonstrates how to use several of our serverless tools for student code. Several demos of using Google APIs are also covered here. Sample code shown will be in Python & JavaScript, so having this knowledge would be useful but not required.

*Copyright is held by the author/owner.